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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

core ee reese eee eee ee eoee seer eee eee eee eee 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

Vv. Civil Action No. 75-1996 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 

DEFENDANT 

eee ese eee eee ene ore e eee ere eer oe se oe reece 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at 7627 Old Receiver Road (Route 

12), Frederick, Maryland. I am the plaintiff in this case. 

1. I have read defendant's a in Opposition, mailed to my 

counsel January 22, 1980, and the accompanying affidavit of FBI SA Martin Wood, 

with its exhibits. 

2. Both are unfactual, untruthful, deceptive and misleading, hold repre- 

sentations that are outright lies (some of which are and are intended to be 

personally defamatory of me) and are a continuation of the deliberate misrepre- 

sentations that have so drawn out this long case, effectuated noncompliance with 

the Act, wearied the Court and denied the people, me among them, rights supposedly 

assured by the Act. 

3. Many untruths can be stated in very few words, particularly when 

uttered by those who have every reason to expect that they will be immune, that 

their careers can thereby be advanced, or that holding their jobs may require it. 

4. Disproving untruths, particularly when those who state them have in 

the past been immune in similar offenses, when the Court has not expunged them and 

shows signs of having been influenced by them, requires much greater length. This 

is what accounts for the length of this affidavit and the large number of attachments. 

5. As I have from the first in this long, tiring and expensive case, I 

not only state that defendant's representations to the Court are unfaithful, I 

undertake to prove this point by painful point, with proofs from defendant's own
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files. 

6. The nature of these proofs is such that there is no reasonable doubt 

about the intent to be untruthful, deceptive and misleading. 

7. I have a decade of personal experience in FOIA matters and with 

defendants in them. My experience includes an extensive study, a study of a mag- 

nitude of which I know no equal. Based on my experience, particularly as a 

requester/plaintiff, I state again that as long as false, misleading and deceptive 

representations, whether by counsel or under oath, are accepted by courts; and as 

long as there is immunity for those who make them; FOIA cases will be long and 

drawn out, the Act will be negated, and plaintiffs will face a Hobson's choice, 

between accepting a denial of legislated rights and being wasted in point-by-point 

refutations of all unfaithful representations lest on any one, as within my experi- 

ence is not uncommon, the defendant prevails. This means an enormous waste for 

the plaintiff, of all the time, money and effort invested in attempting to obtain 

public information. It means the denial of his rights. 

8. In what follows I address each unfaithful representation, beginning 

with the Wood affidavit, then in the Memorandum in Opposition, in the order in 

which each is made. In each case, to the degree time and my capabilities permit, 

I provide copies of FBI and court records to establish that these misrepresenta- 

tions were not accidental, that those who made them did know or should have known 

better, other than is repreaented to the Court. 

9. To encapsulate defendant's misrepresentations and noncompliance, the 

public information in question is, for the most part, photographs. I was assured 

in writing by the FBI that I would receive photographic copies of all relevant 

photographs. Yet in not a single instance, despite the contrary representations 
  

of both defendant's Memorandum and the Wood affidavit, did I receive any photograph. 
  

These photographs and other records were to have been provided under the Stipulation. 

10. In a minority of instances, inadequate and incomplete xeroxes were 

substituted without my assent being asked. None of the other records in question 

was provided. The Wood affidavit concludes with acknowledgment of withholding of 

a map that is included in the records required to have been provided by November 1, 

1977, under the Stipulation. Wood now provides a totally useless and unintelligible



xerox reduction of this map. (See his Exhibit H.) The Memorandum concludes with 

still another violation of the oft-violated Stipulation, still another of the end- 

less refusals to consider appeals under the Stipulation, which required prompt 

consideration of them. 

ll. Contrary to the nasty personal indulgences of Department counsel, 

from the outset I kept the FBI fully informed about violation of the Stipulation 

and about missing records. My letters, prompt and detailed. They were totally 

ignored, by the FBI and by all Department counsel. From the first and constantly 

thereafter the defendant was aware of violation of the Stipulation and of improper 

withholdings. 

12. In my earlier relevant affidavit, excerpts of which are included in 

Appendix II, I stated that the affidavit of Douglas Mitchell, attesting to compli- 

ance with regard to these items, was unfactual. The Wood affidavit now admits 

this in providing the above-mentioned Exhibit H. 

13. The affidavit of Quinlan J. Shea, Jr., accompanying and based on the 

Mitchell and other affidavits, likewise is thereby unfactual, as it also is for 

other reasons specified in my earlier affidavit. 

THE WOOD AFFIDAVIT 

14. Wood admits that all the items in question in my Motion for an 

Order aze within the Stipulation. (Paragraph 3) He also admits that all material 

within the Stipulation was required to be sent to FBIHQ "for processing and 

release to plaintiff." Ignoring the sworn and undisputed evidence in this case, 

he then swears falsely, that "Several of the items which were too large or imprac- 

tical to reproduce were not sent to FBIHQ."' These "were listed in an enclosure 

to a letter from former FBI Director Kelley" to me, dated September 14, 1977. 

(Wood Exhibit A.) 

1) Photographs. 

15. Wood's Exhibit A establishes that most of the items in question are 

and are described as photographs. It is false to attest that it is "impractical 

to reproduce" photographs. It is false to represent that any of these photographs, 

which almost without exception are small pictures of people, "were too large or 

impractical to reproduce."



16. Nowhere in his affidavit does Wood state that I received a single 

photograph under the Stipulation or in response to Director Kelley's offer. In 

fact, I did not receive a single photograph. 

17. Director Kelley's letter states that "these items have not been 

copied by the various field offices, and have not been sent to FBI Headquarters." 

No later latter informed me that these items had been sent to Washington. 

18. As exhibits relevant to later Paragraphs reflect, this statement in 

Director Kelley's letter was not truthful at the time it was made. 

19. In some but not all instances, xeroxes of some photographs are in 

the field office records provided. However, even in the unacceptable form of 

xeroxes, I have not received all the items required to have been provided under 

the Stipulation, offered in Director Kelley's letter, and asked for again in my 

letter of September 17, 1977. (Wood Exhibit B) 

20. Wood's intent to deceive and mislead the Court and to continue to 

deny me the information requested - in perpetuated violation of the Stipulation - 

is included in his Paragraphs 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9. These Paragraphs represent that 

I was provided with what I requested when, in fact and to Wood's knowledge, I was 

not. Not having been provided a single photograph is only one proof of this. 

21. Moreover, Wood and Department counsel were on notice of this from 

my prior affidavits, particularly those in response to defendant's earlier Motion 

for Partial Summary Judgment. In the earlier Motion, Wood's Exhibits A and B were 

used as exhibits in the Mitchell affidavit. From the information I provided 

earlier, the misrepresentation cannot be accidental. 

2) Birmingham Records - Still Withheld. 
  

The Birmingham records (Wood's Paragraph 5) are an exception to the photo- 

graphic nature of the records to have been provided. With regard to these he 

stated what is false and what he knew in advance would be false because, aside 

from the information I had provided, it was truthfully represented in his presence 

by my counsel in court: I have not received what I requested from the Birmingham 

list. Yet Wood swears that I received them, that they were "included in that 

release.'' They were withheld "in that release." This is proven by his Exhibit C, 

which reflects that all three records were withheld under claim of "b3 (17USC 101)."



23. The intent to deceive and mislead the Court is clear because there 

are no other Brrmingham items involved; because Wood did not state the truth, that 

they had been withheld under spurious copyright claim; and because he did state 

that they are "included in that release" when to his knowledge and that of Depart- 

ment counsel they were excluded. Tricky formulations do not avoid misrepresenta- 

tion. 

3) Atlanta.Records - Still Withheld. 

24. Of the nonphotographic items, two are Atlanta office records. 

Wood's obfuscations relating to these items (Paragraph 9) are the longest portion 

of his affidavit. He concludes by providing other than what one of these items 

is, "enlarged copies'of a map of Atlanta. It is now beyond question that this 

was never provided and is another violation of the Stipulation. 

25. Wood begins this section with an Orwellian description of total 

official silence in response to my many communications, including ignored appeals: 

"Based on our communications with plaintiff" (emphasis added) I was not "advised 

of the status of the remaining three items ..." A correct and accurate representa- 

tion, one not intended to deceive or mislead, would be "Based on our communications 

from plaintiff," followed by the honest admission that all my communications were 

ignored, although the Stipulation required consideration of them beginning Novem- 

ber 1, 1977. However, a truthful representation would constitute still another 

proof of violation of the Stipulation. Here "status" relating to "the remaining 

three items" is doublegoodspeak for "they were withheld." Wood provides one, a 

map, reduced to meaninglessness, achieved with such perfection that f could not 

make out the names of streets with the use of a 10-power engraver's lens. 

26. The first of these three Atlanta officé items is a computer printout 

of the passenger list of a Delta Air Lines flight from Atlanta on which a passenger 

ticketed for Chicago left the plane at Memphis and did not return to it. Relating 

to this, at a time when I was forced to pay for all the records, I did not state 

that I did not want any of it. Rather did I limit myself, not knowing how many 

feet of computer printout I would have to pay for. While I said I did not want 

all of it, I did make clear my interest in all records relating to that passenger, 

whose identificabion should appear on that printout. Wood, who neither has nor
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claims personal knowledge, states that "The FBI interpreted this to mean that 

plaintiff did not want the computer printout itself but wanted the results of 

any investigation stemming from the names and addresses in the printout." Wood 

does not state that I was ever asked if this was a correct "interpretation," and 

I was not asked. Then, with great amiunnecessary indirection, without personal 

knowledge, and. limited further only to conjecture, Wood states that "Investigative 

material regarding any leads generated by the names on this printout would have 

been included in the investigative files which were processed and released to 

plaintiff." (Emphasis added) There is no basis for his assumption. It is based 

on known fallacies, that all relevant records are filed under MURKIN and that 

this missing passenger lived in the territory of one of the eight field offices 

listed in the Stipulation. If the passenger who wasted part of his ticket came 

from New York or Philadelphia or any other city not within the territory of these 

eight field offices, there is no reason to presume that whatever Wood may mean 

by "investigative material" regarding any leads would have been provided. 

27. With regard to the second of these Atlanta records ("maps - news- 

"several items of evidence"), Wood tries to suggest that, rather than papers" and 

being in Atlanta, to be inventoried there in 1977, they had been sent to the FBI 

Lab in 1968 and were not returned. Rather than undertaking to explain how Atlanta 

could inventory records it had not had for nine years, Wood repeats a secondhand 

explanation already challenged without response, the Mitchell affidavit attached 

to defendant's earlier Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Mitchell concluded 

that those records were at FBIHQ and not in Atlanta. No search is reported. 

There was no response to my communications. It is merely assumed that Atlanta 

did not have what it inventoried. This is neither reasonable nor likely. 

28. Normal FBI practice is to make and file copies. There is no state- 

ment from Atlanta representing that it does not have these records, copies or 

originals. 

29. Wood does not attach any copies of "our communications with 

plaintiff" relating to Atlanta office records nor does he state which of the 

multiple sets of them he allegedly consulted or from which he copied his Exhibit 

A, the Kelley letter with attachment. While this Wood copy of the Kelley letter



appears to be identical with the copy provided to me under discovery, the copy 

of the attachment is not identical. On the discovery copy (Exhibit 1), opposite 

the Atlanta listings, is what Wood withheld from the Court in the copy he pro- 

vided: the word "denied" appears twice. While it is not certain that "denied" 

is intended to refer to all items, which is a possible interpretation, there is a 

line drawn from one "denied" to the Delta computer item and there are check marks 

opposite the maps and newspapers and enlarged maps items. 

30. Similarly, checks appear opposite the three Birmingham items referred 

to above. 

31. Neither of these copies bears any Central Records serial number. 

Neither reflécts in any way having been obtained from Central Records. 

| 32. These notations and marks, referred to in Paragraph 29 above, are 

of importance. They reflect the need for searches of the files of the various 

FBI components. They also suggest the FBI's real reasons for refusing such 

searches - they can prove dishonesty and withholdings. 
4) The Welley List verses the Underlying Kecards: 

33. Both copies of the Kelley letter bear the notation "Return to 

Gehle - 6982." The initials of the person who dictated the letter are "krg." 

Keith Gehle was involved in the processing of the records in this case. While 

Wood neither has nor claims personal knowledge, Gehle, clearly, does have personal 

knowledge. However, the affidavit is by Wood, not Gehle. This is safer when the 

affidavit is misleading, deceptive, intended to be both, and is falsely sworn. 

34. That the false swearing is deliberate is disclosed by a further, if 

necessarily hasty, check of the discovery copies of those records allegedly con- 

sulted by Wood. 

35. The September 14, 1977, Kelley letter to me contains deliberate 

lies. Those same deliberate lies are now repeated under oath to this Court, as 

I specify below. 

36. As provided, these discovery copies are in neither chronological 

mor reverse chronological order. I therefore refer to them in the order in which 

I received them, from the top down. 

37. Exhibit 2 states that those records listed as withheld in the 

attachment to the Kelley letter were sent to FBIHQ by Los Angeles under date of
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September 29, 1977. In neither this nor any other case was I informed. Los 

Angeles heard from FBIHQ on August 10, 1977, about this matter. 

38. Exhibit 3 states that Chicago forwarded the withheld photographs 

on September 28, 1977. 

39. Exhibit 4 states that New Orleans did likewise under date of 

September 25, 1977. 

40. Exhibit 5, also from Chicago, refers to having heard from FBIHQ on 

August 10 and 12. Exhibit 3 refers to an August 31 airtel and a phone call from 

FBIHQ of September 28. 

41. Exhibit 6, from Birmingham on August 30, while representing that 

the three still withheld records are "impractical" for copying, described records 

that are readily copied. Each is smaller than letter-size paper. No reference 

to copyright is included and no copyright exemption is claimed. Birmingham, too, 

heard from FBIHQ August 10, 1977. 

42. Exhibit 7, from New Orleans on August 29, refers to having heard 

from FBIHQ on August 10 and 12, 1977. It lists "Those 1-A Exhibits which cannot 

be xeroxed.'' What is listed consists only of photographs, which can be and have 

been xeroxed. 

43. It cannot be believed so many field offices invented the same 

crude lie, that easily xeroxed records could not be xeroxed. It is significant 

that this widespread lie followed communications from FBIHQ the day the Stipula- 

tion was signed and two days earlier. 

5) The Atlanta Cover-up. 
  

44. Exhibit 8 is pages 1, 15 and 16 of the 17-page Atlanta airtel of 

August 25, 1977. It lists each record provided to FBIHQ separately, by volume. 

Page 15 confirms my apprehension about the cost of xeroxing the entire Delta 

printout when I was interested in a single passenger only. Rather than stating 

that the information was not provided because of a copying problem, or what Wood 

now infers, that the information was provided, it represents that the information 

was actually withheld under (b)(7)(D) claim. This page also does not state that 

the second withheld Atlanta item was not xeroxed because it could not be done. 

"Maps - newspapers'' can be xeroxed.
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45. In the FBIHQ list attached to the Kelley letter, this item, Serial 

1B2, is described as "maps - newspapers," no more. But there is much more, 

according to the Atlanta list, "... items of physical evidence, including bed 

linen, cigarette butts, Maps, a saw, newspapers, etc and are not being xeroxed." 

(sic) 

46. Several marginal marks are not comprehensible, although one May be 

a question mark. The words "maps" and "newspapers" are underscored by hand, with 

arrows leading to the bottom in a way that on other FBI records indicates a con- 

tinuation. There is no continuation here. 

47. It just happens that the Atlanta office did a black bag job on 

James Earl Ray and some of these items were taken illegally in it. Of the under- 

scored items I am certain. Bearing on the dependability of an FBI affidavit, 

FBIHQ demanded an affidavit stating that there had been -_ black bag job. The 

Special Agent in Charge dutifully provided it. However, he knew better because the 

agent who did the jo, named Burgess as I recall, reported on it to the SAC. I 

have that record. 

48. Contrary to both the Wood and Mitchell explanations of the with- 

holding of 1B4 (page 16), which includes enlarged copies, in the plural, of an 

Atlanta area map, there is a marginal FBIHQ note reading, "Can't you do it?" 

(Emphasis in original) 

49. On page 15 there are two claims to (7)(D). Both are initialed 

with the initials of the former FOIA supervisor in this case, John A. Hartingh. 

(Gehle worked under him.) The writing on page 16 also appears to be Hartingh's. 

He was the supervisor at the time of the Kelley letter and the Stipulation. It 

is he who proposed the Stipulation. It appears that he knew the Kelley letter and 

its attachment were untruthful and disguised the Serial in which the yield of the 

black bag job is hidden. He also knew, as anyone in the FBI who read this Atlanta 

airtel knew, that the withheld map existed in duplicate enlargements. Copies 

could have been provided at any time. 

50. This prevaricated matter of Serial 1B2, the contents of which were 

never described or provided to me, bears heavily on the credence that can be 

placed in Mitchell's affidavits.
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51. The Atlanta map taken in the black bag job is alleged to have four 

places marked on it, including the home and church of Dr. King. I know of no 

other reason for the FBI to enlarge a map of Atlanta nor of any other reason to 

withhold it. 

6) Washington Field Office Withholdings. 

52. While the information withheld in Exhibit 9, the Washington Field 

Office airtel of August 24, does not relate to the items listed in Director 

Kelley's letter, it is relevant to noncompliance with the Stipulation. The tape 

provided by David and Shirley Gaines and any investigation that followed, or 

records indicating that there was no investigation, are relevant and are withheld 

despite my many requests of the FBI and a number of appeals to Mr. Shea. The 

claim that a tape is '"non-documentary evidence and is not forwarded" for that reason 

is spurious. It is inconsistent with FBI, including Washington Field Office, 

practice. A large number of Kennedy assassination tapes were sent to FBIHQ. 

They are filed as "enclosures behind files" or EBFs. This Washington Field Office 

withholding followed my informing the FBI that I knew all about the Gaines tape 

matter. (This office also heard from FBIHQ on August 10, 1977.) 

7) Los Angeles Withholding. 

53. Exhibit 10 is a handwritten note that precedes the Los Angeles air- 

tel of August 18. It indicates that Los Angeles was to send all items in ("all 

of it") and that according to my counsel I would "want at least some of the 

photos." This is dated five days before the Kelley letter. 

54. Exhibit 11 is pages 3 and 4 of this airtel. Check marks appear 

alongside the names of a number of persons who figure importantly in the FBI's 

investigation. These are the “items marked in airtel" (in Exhibit 10) that Los 

Angeles was to send to FBIHQ prior to the time of Kelley's letter to me stating 

the opposite, the untruth now repeated under oath. With one exception, all these 

marks are after the names. The one exception, a blacker mark, is before the name 

of J. C. Hardin. The Los Angeles office proved its explanation of its original 

withhodling, that photographs “are not documents and consequently could not be 

" xeroxed and forwarded to the Bureau," to be false by providing some xeroxes of 

pictures. 

10



55. Exhibit 12 is the Memphis airtel of July 13. While no item of 

withheld information from the Memphis office is listed. in the Kelley letter, 

Exhibit 12 bears heavily on the untruthfulness of the FBI's representations and 

on deliberate noncompliance. It also reflects that the FBI had an inventory it 

could have included in the large shipment of Memphis records that in itself 

violated the Stipulation and was more than I could handle physically. 

56. On the first page there is indication that Memphis had had other 

relevant records. The "13 boxes" referred to on page 1 are those "currently 

available to the Memphis Office." What happened to those not "currently available" 

or that any had been destroyed is not stated. (I added the marks on this page 

when I first saw it.) 

¥) The Department Waived Privacy in This Case. 

57. The penultimate paragraph on the last page refers to the case as 

current. This is contrary to Wood's representations in his nonfirst-person 

affidavit relating to the Memphis index. It confirms my affidavit relating to 

that index. An index to an active case is not destroyed. 

58. Exhibit 13 is page 3 of a longer FBI Legal Counsel to Department 

Civil Division memo of May 16, 1978. It pertains to a request by James Earl Ray. 

Because the bottom of the last page, as provided, appears to be masked and no 

page number appears anywhere on that page, I cannot be certain that this record 

is of four pages only. When I first saw this record, I placed the marginal lines 

opposite the passage that includes what is contrary to the FBI's representations 

in this case, to which it refers: "The DOJ waived privacy rights against public 

interest and decided the documents concerning the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, 

Jr., should be available to the public. The entire release of documents from the 

file consisting of 44,873 pages is available to the public 

59. Although FBI Legal Counsel states that the Department "waived 

privacy rights" in this instant cause, there was and continues to be withholding 

of a great amount of information that notonly was waived but in addition was in 

the public domain at the time of withholding. This record indicates other false 

representations to this Court continuously from the very outset of this case. 

60. From the foregoing copies of the FBI's own records, it is apparent 

ll
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that the FBI's present representations to this Court relating to these records 

are of knowing untruthfulness. 

9) Records Described as Released ARE Still Withheld 
61. All the items marked in red by Wood on the attachment to his affi- 

davit were not withheld from FBIHQ by the field offices at the time that letter 

was written, which is what he states. All were not unsuitable for reproduction, 

which also is what he states. Not one was not suitable for reproduction. His 

explanation of the Delta printout withholding and the subsequent investigation 

is inconsistent with the truth in Exhibit 8. His explanation attributed to 

Mitchell's sworn-to guess also is inconsistent with the truth in Exhibit 8. 

Records within the Stipulation, offered to me and then not provided when I asked 

for them, are marked as "denied." 

62. Undaunted by his false affirmation that these records could not be 

copied, Wood simultaneously swears that all were copied and provided, particu- 

larly the photographs. In his Paragraphs 6, 7 and 8 he swears that "The inventory 

worksheets for these documents reflect that the items specifically requested by 

Mr. Weisberg ... were included in that release."' He apparently expected that 

neither the Court nor I would examine the worksheets he attached because they 

reflect extensive withholdings, especially of pictures. Withholding is the oppo- 

site of "release." His ostensible kindness in providing the worksheets is 

explained in his Paragraph 10 as "not only for the Court's assistance in deter- 

mining that the FBI did respond to plaintiff's letter (sic), but also to assist 

plaintiff in locating the material in the voluminous amount of records which he 

has been provided." 

63. His purpose, as will become clear below, was not to "assist" the 

Court but to mislead it. Apparently carried away by Repavtment counsel's false 

representation to the Court, that I was provided with these worksheets in six 

large volumes, or Wood's or other misrepresentation to Department counsel in this 

regard, Wood may not have known that his worksheets provided no assistance to me. 

Worksheets were provided to me along with the related Sections only. As the 

Department and FBI know, I have preserved the records as-=provided and have pre- 

pared them for university accessioning. I need only go to the file folders that 

are marked with the field office Section identification. In each I will find the 

12



records provided for each separate section and the related worksheets. A more 

credible explanation of what Wood attributes to his and the FBI's interest in 

"assisting" me is the hope that having the copies of the worksheets he attached 

might deter my making an independent search. 

64. If Wood had been sincerely interested in assisting either the Court 

or me, he would have provided copies of the records he swears were provided. 

However, he could not do that, despite the gfpeudo-eloquence of the Memorandum in 

Opposition, because, as he knew and as Department counsel should have known, all 

photographs were not provided in any form, not even as xeroxes. 

65. This hardier: ethauses the evidence of intent to deceive and mislead 

and the actual misrepresentations and outright untruths now presented to the 

Court in the defendant's newest of a series of successful efforts to draw this 

long case out that much longer. Other proofs are in other of the discovery 

records and in the field office records as provided rather than as misrepresented 

in this Wood affidavit. 

/O) What the FBI's "Communications with Plaintiff" Really Shows. 

66. If Wood had made as hasty an examination of “our communications 

with plaintiff" (his Paragraph 9) as I have he would have known, at the very 

least, that I repeatedly informed the FBI that what he swears was provided had 

not been. 

67. If Department counsel had been less concerned with snide and preju- 

dicial untruths, such as "plaintiff has failed to inspect either the documents or 

the inventory worksheets and is simply unaware of what he has already received 

from the FBI," and a little more concerned about the requirement of Rule 11, 

about which in the not distant past the Attorney General cautioned all Department 

counsel; a little concerned about the facts and the record in this case, about 

which I personally cautioned him more than once when he repeatedly misrepresented 

both; and if it is not expecting too much, a little concerned for simple honesty, 

common decency and the responsibilities of counsel as an officer of the Court, he 

also would have known better and, guided by Rule 11, would not have filed this 

or the other Wood affidavits. 

68. Not with these points in mind but because, although they are not 
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complete, they are more accessible to me and are less flimsy than my tissue 

carbon copies, I checked the incomplete, one-way copies of "our communications 

with plaintiff" which were provided by Department counsel under discovery. 

69. This incomplete and hasty check shows that I wrote the FBI often 

and in considerable detail about precisely what the Motion in Opposition and 

the Wood affidavit address. This detail leaves no possibility of any question 

about whether I "failed to inspect either the documents or the inventory work- 

sheets." 

70. This incomplete check of the FBI's own records discloses that in 

four different 1977 communications of about 5,000 words, written in a five-day 

period, I did go into the fact that the field offices did not provide copies of 

the photographs. The entire file is much more extensive. It is detailed, with 

careful identification of field office, file, section and serial number, and 

with repeated references to the processing worksheets. 

71. In these communications I covered much of the records and did not 

limit myself to the items in the Kelley letter. Many of my communications are of 

considerably greater length than these four. While all four are not clear enough 

for satisfactory copying, I provide copies of them because they reflect instant 

complaint about noncompliance and noncompliance with the terms of the Stipulation 

among other details. 

72. On October 24 I wrote Supervisor Hartingh (Exhibit 14) that "Enlarge- 

ments of Atlanta and Los Angeles maps are referred to but not included. I am 

interested in this and would like them..." Only now, in this Wood affidavit, 

does the FBI, which has been prating "summary Judgment" all the while, acknowledge 

this withholding. (Wood affidavit, Paragraph 9 and Exhibit H) 

73. On October 26, 1977 (Exhibit 15), I informed Hartingh that with- 

holdings "extend to published pictures to selective claims for pictures (Rife is 

an example) in which some of the same person are withheld and others were re- 

leased." I also informed him that "Speaking of Jerry Ray, his are among the 

withheld pictures in 1A." 

74. This relates to the Los Angeles records. This and other such 

references are to xeroxes of photographs, not to photographs, none of which were 
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provided. 

75. At this point I also informed him that "1A75 refers to three pic- 

tures and a negative. I was provided with one picture a 

76. On October 27, 1977 (Exhibit 16), I wrote Hartingh that "There is 

the same kind of claim to 7(C) I regard as spurious in many cases, including 

with regard to pictures, such as of Stein and Tomaso." (This relates to New Orleans 

records withholdings.) 

77. Exhibit 17 is among the many records provided by Department counsel 

that should have resolved any pretended belief that I did not examine the work- 

sheets. It begins, "Again there are large voids inthe worksheets, totally unex- 

plained." The penultimate paragraph reads, "Pictures referred to as attached are 

withheld without explanation. This extends to all the Rays, to Walter Rife and 

to others whose pictures have been published." (Again, references are to xeroxes 

of photographs only, no photographs having been provided. ) 

78. Civil Division was witting because I informed it repeatedly in 

November 1977, when it made no claim to the Stipulation being all-inclusive. In 

a November 17, 1977, memorandum I delivered at a conference the next day (Exhibit 

18, pages missing in the discovery copy), I informed it of motive other than 

alleged copyright for the withholding under copyright claim of the uncopyrighted 

Birmingham records. Notes I referred to as a "talking paper" for that conference 

(Exhibit 19) conclude with "I have provided many illustrations of unjustified 

withholding of pictures under privacy claim ..." 

79. These notes also refer (at B) to the falsity of the FBI's claim 

that there were no indices, and its silence "when I proved from FO (field office) 

records that the FOs do indeed have indexes." Civil Division then and since was 

no less silent than the FBI relating to field office indices. 

80. I provide the November 10, 1977, memo for the FBI (Exhibit 20) 

referred to in my memo to the Civil Division (Exhibit 18, above). At the bottom 

of the fourth of its seven pages I informed Hartingh again that the enlarged 

Atlanta map had not been provided and the nature of my interest in it. Here I 

also refer to official records I had examined that had not been provided. 
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//) Worksheets Disclose Withholding of What Wood Alleges Was Provided. 

81. Wood and Department counsel appear to have assumed that neither the 

Court nor I would check the worksheets he attached to his affidavit. I did, and 

I compared them with the underlying records. Incredible as it may seem, given 

the expressions of good heart and intent from Wood and Department counsel, 

inappropriate rhetoric, intended to belittle the nature of my work and interest, 

their own worksheets utterly destroy their representations of compliance. The 

worksheets alone prove the opposite. Wood and Department counsel represent that 

there was "release" to me, despite the cunning preface of "all releasable 

material." 

82. Ms. Rae Barrett, who has been assisting me on a part-time basis, 

has checked each of Wood's items, as Wood interpreted my acceptance of the offer 

with the Kelley letter. Her tabulation is attached as Exhibit 21. (See also 

Appendix 1) 

83. Before explaining Exhibit 21, I repeat that I was to have been 

provided with photographs, not xeroxes. This is confirmed by Exhibit 22, the 

FBI's letter covering the first of the field office releases, those of Memphis. 

Toward the end of the middle paragraph on page 2 the FBI confirmed that "Any 

photographs located in the course of processing the various field office files 

will be made available to you subject to the provisions of" FOIA. I also 

reiterate that as of today I have not received a single photograph. 
  

84. Most of the persons photographed are public persons in this case. 

All figure in “the FBI's investigation enough for the FBI to have obtained 

photographs of them, up to six each. All these people are identified, together 

with details about their lives, including criminal records, in what is available 

to all in the FBI's reading room. The FBI has identified some as prostitutes and 

the records in the FBI's reading room refer to them as prostitutes. In terms of 

the investigations of the Los Angeles Office, which Ms. Barrett selected to 

illustrate, all figure importantly in those investigations. Even if opértment 

of Justice had not waived privacy, what is disclosed leaves no privacy to protect. 

85. Of the 51 Serials listed by Wood, in 12 instances, or only slightly 

more than a fifth of the different items of photographs, the FBI provided xeroxes. 
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In 39 instances, or in a little less than four-fifths of the Serials, not even 

xeroxes were provided. Of the total number of photographs, not even xeroxes were 

provided in well over 80 percent of the cases. 

86. This is the opposite of what the Department represents. 

87. In addition, xeroxes are not only not acceptable and are not what 

was to be provided - they can and they did lead to misidentifications. One, 

amply recorded, is Birmingham xeroxes of photographs of a suspect, Dr. Gus Prosch, 

whose arrest on firearms charges received extensive national public attention. 

The xeroxes provided are almost exact duplicates of photographs taken of me in 

New Orleans, even to the background, and particularly with regard to the face. 

88. In some instances the FBI claimed not to be able to xerox negatives. 

This is false. The falsity is proven by the providing of xeroxes of negatives 

from other field office records. However, negatives are intended for copying, 

by being printed as photographs, so there was no real problem in providing 

photographic copies. 

89. I illustrate this with Los Angeles Serial 1A48, where the negative 

is of a photograph of James Earl Ray, taken under his Galt alias. 

90. In the Serials listed by Wood, photographs not provided in any 

form, not even xerox, include those of Jerry Ray, James' brother, and Walter 

Terry Rife, James' former crime partner. (Rife and most of the others have been 

written about extensively in books and countless newspaper and magazine articles.) 

91. With regard to the withholding of Los Angeles 1A31, relating to one 

J. C. Hardin, the records of the New Orleans and Atlanta offices, as provided, 

are quite deficient. This was the subject of a large number of communications to 

the FBI. 

92. A J. C. Hardin phoned Ray when Ray was on the lam in Los Angeles. 

Hardin left Atlanta and New Orleans phone numbers for Ray to call. He then showed 

up in Los Angeles, looking for Ray at Ray's hotel, at a time when supposedly nobody 

at all knew that the escapee Ray was there under the Galt alias. This was imme- 

diately prior to the assassination of Dr. King. 

93. In the FBI's investigation of this lead, it turned up a number of 

a// 
other leads the results of,the investigations of which are not included in what 
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has been provided. 
One 

94. /J. C. Hardin in Atlanta was an FBI "symbol informant." There is 

no known basis for assuming that this person who contacted Ray openly was not the 

FBI's own informant. The FBI's verbal response is a nonresponse and an irrele- 

vancy. Supervisor Hartingh claimed, from his Washington interpretation of field 

office records not provided, that the FBI was never able to determine which J. C. 

Hardin contacted Ray. In terms of the FBI's investigation, which is my interest 

and that of history, this is irrelevant. In terms of that investigation, all the 

records Hartingh claimed to cite have not been provided. It is not only this 

photograph or even xerox of it that the FBI withholds relating to J. C. Hardin. 

95. Following several of my complaints about J. C. Hardin withholdings, 

the FBI included non sequiturs in its October 17, 1977, letter accompanying these 

Los Angeles records. (Exhibit 23) In my reply of the next day (Exhibit 24), in 

addition to referring to other photographs not provided and those of J. C. Hardin, 

also not provided} I reminded the FBI that positive identification of J. C. Hardin 

was separate from compliance by producing all relevant records. I also reminded 

the FBI that at the end of that month, under the Stipulation, it was required to 

consider my appeals and complaints, which it has not done in any communication 

addressed to me. Other Stipulation records still withheld are also referred to. 

96. With reference to Los Angeles Serial 1A31, the FBI did not make 

(7)(D) claim. 

97. In referring to Marrell McCullough in Exhibit 23, the FBI states 

that "We have processed all documents relating" to him and Hardin. That this is 

not true is reflected by the fact that much later, in response to a separate 

request and appeal, I received other McCullough information. 

98. In the upper righthand corner of Exhibit 22, at the same point on 

a large number of the discovery records and of exhibits to the Wood affidavit, the 

name "Mr. Long" appears. This is the Long of the tickler that was withheld for 

so long and then was provided in gutted form. These many FBI records indicate 

that this man, directly involved in this litigation, appears never to have been 

consulted about his tickler and never to have volunteered any information relating 

to its whereabouts until after I directed Mr. Shea to him. By then that unique 
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and extremely valuable record had been destroyed. 

99. Near Hardin on the Los Angeles list is Charles Stein. There are 

supposed to be a negative and five photographs of Stein. Charles Stein became a 

public figure because he traveled between Los Angetes and New Orleans with James 

Earl Ray and then tried to commercialize this as part of an extensively syndi- 

cated investigation by the late Louis Lomax. There is perceptible motive other 

than the invalid (7)(C) claim for withholding even xeroxes of these photographs 

of Stein: he provided the FBI with a Louisiana phone number Ray called. What the 

FBI has provided relating to this is so little it would get flunking grades in a 

rip-off, mail-order detectiving course for which there are no prerequisites. My 

letters to the FBI and my appeals have all been ignored for years. 

100. Copies of the Los Angeles records Ms. Barrett selected (referred 

to in Exhibit 21) and my explanation of them are attached in Appendix I. These 

Hardin and Stein illustrations are not atypical. 

101. The FBI we know in this case, which is not the Efrem Zimbalist FBI, 

can't even keep its cooked worksheets straight, as is illustrated by the four 

parts of Exhibit 25. Neither Wood nor Department counsel troubled themselves to 

make any correction so that the Court would not be misinformed. Instead, they 

provided the same page of this Chicago worksheet as part of their Exhibit D. It 

states, relating to Serial 52, that the actual pages are three, of which only one 

was released. The second page of Exhibit 25 is the FD 340 form for this Serial. 

It withholds under "description" the name of the person of whom it has "2 photos= 

2 copies each," Jerry Ray. The only exemption claimed is (7)(D). Pages 3 and 4 

of Serial 52 are xeroxes of these photographs of Jerry Ray. With regard to this 

Paragraph, the FBI has not made a single truthful and accurate statement except 

for the correct identification of Jerry Ray, and that on the worksheet only. 

102. Even if the (7)(D) claim was made because of the source of these 

photographs, there is no basis for it because the FBI itself disclosed that 

source. It is Marjorie Fetters, of Camden, New Jersey. She is a woman Jerry Ray 

contacted through a lonely hearts listing. The FBI intercepted his mail at the 

Wheeling, Illinois Post Office and promptly, through its Newark office, made Ms. 

Fetters a PCI. It had Jerry Ray under surveillance even when he was bedded with 
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Ms. Fetters. 

103. Pertinent to this, Jerry Ray is included in the surveillance Item 

of my December 23, 1975, request. The FBI has not provided all relevant records 

and my appeal has not been acted on in years. 

104. When Jerry returned to his Chicago area job after his visit with 

Ms. Fetters, he sent her a $40 money order. For some reason, he wrapped it in a 

Canadian banking advertising flyer he found in the post office. This led to a 

large, Keystone Kops-type diversion by the FBI when Ms. Fetters, dutiful PCI that 

she was, gave the flyer to the FBI. This ridiculousness typifies what the FBI 

touts as its great investigation and the greatest manhunt ever. It provides 

motive for the permeating withholding of so much of which there is no reason for 

the FBI to be proud. My counsel used this Fetters matter on January 3, 1980, to 

illustrate to the Court how there is, from improper withholding, real danger of 

harm to the innocent, here from misidentification of another woman as the one 

who slept with Jerry Ray and accepted pay for it. (There are other such cases.) 

105. The invalidity of the (7)(C) claims is illustrated by the first 

listing under Los Angeles, Serial 1A4, of six withheld photogrdhs of Jerome Wallis 

Vernon. Vernon is an important part of the FBI's Los Angeles investigation. To 

the best of my recollection, Vernon ran a cleaning establishment near where James 

Earl Ray lived in Los Angeles. The FBI had suspicions about him and a Ray rela- 

tionship. The records disclosed are extensive and are also in the public reading 

room. Disclosed Memphis records include an entire file section on him. As Mr. 

Shea testified, there must be a privacy to protect before the claim can be made. 
THE MEWMORAN DEM [WV OPPOSITION 

106. The Memorandum in Opposition is still another effort to deceive 

and mislead the Court. While it is not the first such exploit by this and prior 

Department counsel, it is a more shocking practice of the traditional dodge of 

the counsel who cannot try his case on the facts or on the law. It is another 

faithful execution of the FBI's ancient design, to "stop" me and my writing. 

107. Its indulgence in personalizations, all of which are refuted by 

the record with which Counsel is supposed to be familiar, is indecent considering 

that I have persevered through more than four years of litigation to obtain 

information only to give all of it away to the people, which is an intent of the 
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Act. Because I do all of this when I am without regular income other than modest 

Social Security, am aging and have serious illnesses, the foul allegations thinly 

disguised as questions are a defamation made by abuse of process. The allegation 

that I have fought for all the records I have obtained, at great cost, when the 

years ahead of me are fewer, only not to take even a glance at them, borders on 

profanity. It is part of a course of outrageous conduct more details of which, 

along with an abundance of witnesses, can be provided if the Court requires more 

to protect me from such underhanded personal and professional abuse disguised as 

a presentation to the Court. 

108. These allegations, as I document below, are made in bad faith, as 

is all of the Memorandum. Not one is based on the record or on fact outside the 

record. Every one is amply refuted by the record, with which counsel is supposed 

to have familiarized himself during the delay to which I agreed in the taking of 

the depositions so that he could. 

109. Even the description in the Memorandum of the packages sent to me 

by the FBI is distorted, which suggests a familiarity with the record and my 

vigorous protest over the violation of the Stipulation in the first of those 

packages. A packet, according to the dictionary, is a small bundle. This is 

hardly a description of a carton so large and heavy the FBI knew I could not 

handle it. 

110. The first of counsel's rhetorical indulgences is, "Is it possible 

that Mr. Weisberg did not receive these items? Of course it is possible but 

hardly likely." If counsel had spent more time familiarizing himself with the 

case and less dreaming up personal abuses, he would know that at the time these 

records were provided I was paying for them and that each shipment was accompanied 

by a bill, which was followed by my sending the FBI a check in full payment. If 

he had familiarized himself with the case, he would know that there were records 

missing in what was sent to me and that the FBI delayed in replacing them until 

that constituted still another violation of the Stipulation. 

lll. From the preceding Paragraph it is clear that counsel should have 

known better than to state that "Mr. Weisberg is allegedly missing only the 

"Kelley letter' documents from all five packets." Four entire Memphis Sections 

were missing in the first carton sent me under the Stipulation. 
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112. "It is also curious that Mr. Weisberg did not complain at the time 

that items referenced on the inventory worksheets were missing from the five 

packets" is a statement by counsel that does not eliminate my perplexity over 

his virtually nonstop misrepresentations to the Court. I have not been able to 

determine whether he lies on purpose or just does not care about what he repre- 

sents to a court of law. 

113. If counsel had any familiarity with only the consultancy matter, 

about which he has addressed himself to the Court (while not following the Court's 

directive with regard to discovery material he was to have provided and has not), 

he would know that it encapsulates prompt and detailed "complaint" made under the 

Stipulation and ignored, thus constituting still another violation of the Stipu- 

laton. The exhibits I attach above include a scant selection of the "complaints" 

I made as rapidly as I read the records, which I did, page by tedious page. 

114. "A more likely explanation is that plaintiff has failed to inspect 

either the documents or the inventory worksheets and is simply unaware of what he 

has already received from the FBI. If this is indeed the case, defendant hopes 

that Mr. Weisberg's eagerness to allege 'bad faith' by the FBI will be more 

restrained in the future."" There is nothing in this Memorandum or its attachments 

that is other than a new demonstration of bad faith. 

115. If counsel requires more of a demonstration than is in this affi- 

davit of the state of my recollection, impaired as it is by age and illness, or 

of whether I "failed to inspect either the documents or the inventory worksheets," 

I can provide it. I would regard a disciplinary proceeding as a proper place. 

116. This is cheapshot practice that is either deliberate or, what is 

no better, utterly irresponsible. It cannot be because I lacked the information 

alleged in the Memorandum that counsel's own Civil Division dragooned me into the 

consultancy when it had the entire FBI and all its experts on whom to draw. And 

then gypped me out of the promised payment. 

117. It is bizarre that counsel alleges I did not even "inspect" the 

inventory worksheets when I nailed Wood's predecessor for providing the Court 

with phony worksheets attached to a falsely sworn affidavit. Counsel is familiar 

with this part of the record in this case and lies about it or he is not familiar 
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with what he represents to the Court and is no more worthy of credence than is 

a liar. 

118. To paraphrase, is it possible that counsel has no case files? 

Of course it is possible but hardly likely. Yet counsel represents to the Court 

that "the documents referred to by Mr. Weisberg were processed and released to 

him pursuant to the August 12, 1977 Stipulation," even though his "proof" states 

the opposite and his case file and his client's files also state the opposite, 

in considerable detail. 

119. Counsel seeks to place a heavy "scope" burden on that oft-violated 

Stipulation, yet he concludes his Memorandum with still another reflection of the 

contempt in which it is held by him and his client. Swept away by his own 

rhetoric and cunning in all of this, he concludes: "If Mr. Weisberg has any 

complaints about the excisions and withholdings noted on the inventory work- 

sheets, then these will, of course, be best addressed with his other challenges 

to exemptions at a latter (sic) point in these proceedings." 

120. Under the Stipulation, all my “complaints about excisions and 

withholdings" and in fact about the worksheets themselves were required to be 

considered not at whatever distant time in the future counsel can contrive by his 

endless stonewalling but beginning on November 1, 1977. That this has not been 

done is still another violation of the Stipulation. This means another nullifi- 

cation of it. 

121. As there is nothing in the Memorandum or the Wood affidavit to 

persuade that they represent other than bad faith, so also did my search for per- 

tinent exhibits yield nothing but additional proofs of this omnipresent bad faith. 

A recent in-court demonstration of this is the false accusation that I seek to 

expand this case. In 1977 the Court interpreted my request to be for all records 

relating to the investigation of the King assassination, which is correct. There 

were also political Items. They were not properly phrased because I lacked 

familiarity with the FBI's filing. First the FBI agreed to provide what it calls 

the "security files on Dr. King" without my filing a written request for them, 

then it required a written request. I provided it in 1977. This is contrary to 

the allegation that I seek to expand this case. 
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122. A greater time than the FBI's backlog has expired and this request 

is without compliance, as it probably will continue to be until I file suit. 

However, in the course of searching records, I came upon two of the FBI's which 

illustrate what I have referred to as permeating bad faith. 

123. On August 14, 1978, Mr. Shea reminded the FBI that it had assured 

him that "any records" released to anyone else would be provided to me and that 

as ''a practical matter" this means "any record related in any way to" the assas- 

sination. (Exhibit 26. Emphasis in original) This has not happened. The most 

recent example is the sending to Jerry Ray of King assassination investigation 

bank robbery records in which the FBI also has me filed. This, of course, has such 

records within my 1975 Privacy Act request. Not only does the FBI withhold records 

within my requests in this instant cause - in which it has not yet searched most 

of the Items after more than four years - it has not provided duplicates of 

relevant records already processed. 

124. On October 16, 1978 (Exhibit 27), after the FBI heard further from 

Mr. Shea and my counsel, it sent me copies of several small sets of records that 

had been released to others. (I had obtained most of them some time earlier from 

another requester.) It then stated, "it is recognized that much of this material 

may be duplicated as a result of processing your request for the security files 

on Dr. King." Almost two and a half years have passed since this letter, which 

was written a year after my request. In that time the FBI has not processed that 

request. Unless and until I sue, from its long and consistent record, it will not 

comply. And if I do other than praise it for this, its counsel will seek to 

defame me. 

125. These-are by no means unique illustrations. In 1976 I testified 

to some two dozen information requests I had made of the FBI, then going back to 

1968 and all totally ignored. The Court requested the Department to provide a 

report on compliance. No such report has been filed because noncompliance remains 

virtually total. It consists of only some of what was released to others. 

126. A more flagrant contempt for the Court is in the conclusion to the 

Memorandum, where Department counsel states that my "challenges ... will, of 

course, be best addressed ... at a latter point in these proceedings.'' The single 
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most numerous "challenge" is my appeal from the withholding of what this Court 

ordered not be withheld. That Order was several months prior to the processing 

of a single MURKIN record. This withholding is of FBI names. "Of course," 

according to Department counsel, contemptuous disregard for an Order of a Court 

for more than three years is not long enough. If the Court permits, this also 

will be stonewalled into the distant future. And "of course" it is no ground 

for alleging bad faith when no more is involved than violation of an Order of the 

Court. 

127. In 1976 I informed the Court that, based on my not inconsiderable 

experience in such matters, unless the Court ended the misrepresentations made by 

the Department, this case would not end in the foreseeable future except with 

noncompliance. What I set forth in this affidavit is merely the most recent of 

the proofs of the accuracy of what I then stated to the Court. Now semantical 

games played with the Court are added. Where ea Henenesdm states that "the 

documents referred to by Mr. Weisberg were processed and released to him," trans~ 

lation from the Orwell is required. In plain English it means the records were 

and remain withheld. Big Brother could have put it no better. 

  

  

HAROLD WEISBERG 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 2nd day of February 1980 deponent Harold Weisberg has 

appeared and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements made 

therein are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1982. 

ellie Naehees 
NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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: Pield Offices and items not Xerozed sy and sent to Bureau. 

WPRO:   
Item number 41 of the 1A exhibit section, Sealed ‘with "Evidence" tape bearing data as follows: U. S. Bose Office Money Orders 5, 615, 057, 923 and 1, 916, 211, 078, to be returned to donor, received fron John R. Takach, Chief, Money Order Branch, General Accounting Office o Washington, D. Cc, 

BIRHINGHAM: 
"AY MP nectten: 

The following items were not copied due to the » nature of the items and the impracticality of Going so: 
Nl(a) Bxhibie 1-A-69, which {s a magazine, approximately 8 1/2 x 10 3/4 inches, entitled *“Redfield'6é8, Scopes-Mounts~Sights,® consisting of 31 printed pages concerning various rifles, scopes, and other information of interest to sportsmen. 

\(b) A magazine, approximately 8 1/4 x ll inches, entitled *Winchester-western 1968 Sporting Arns Ammunition,® consisting of 47 pages concerning rifles, shotguns, ammunition, and other information of interest to sportsmen. 

‘2. Exhibit 1<A-121, which is a magazine with € red and yellow cover, approximately 8 x 10 1/2 inches, entitled “Bay of Pigs," authored by , Albert C. Persons, consisting of 97 printed Pages concerning the subject matter depicted by the title. 

CHICAGO: 

Below items all found in Sub-D exhibits portion | of Chicago file- 

Serials 21, 22, 23 - photos of Jerry Ray Serial 37 - envelope containing 2 photos of   James Earl Ray LO Serial 39 = standup Photos of James Earl Ray jae Serials 43, 45, 51 - photos of James Earl Ray Serial 52 = two photos of Jetry Ray ,. 
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} CHICAGO (continued) 

Serial 55 — photos of James Earl Ray van js Serial 58 = photas of James Earl Ray e.-: 
fo. Serial 62 = envelope containing laundry marks | ‘ 

Batt on shirt and bed linen for James Earl oe Ray while using the name Galt in the ~ Les Angeles area. Serial 68 — one Photographic negative of James Earl Ray 
Serial 69 - one Phota and negative of James Earl Ray 
Serlal 84 - Photos of James Earl Ray 
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g Delta Flight to Chicago, 4/27/68 and Delta 
Memphis, 4/27/68, This was a voluminous, continuous-run computer printout, 

~~ Item 44=2386-1B-2 = maps ~ newspapers, «Item 44-2386-lp-4 — enlarged copies of an Atlanta area map and a Los Angeles area map 

Item 44-2386-15-5 Items furnished by the Newark Office to Atlanta which include a large loose-leaf-= type book with instructions on locksmithing and a locksmith-kit, 

LOS ANGELES: 

The following 1A exhib its contained in the Los Angeles Murkin fil © were not forwarded to the Bureau: 

la2 = Drivers license of Jerome Willis Vernon. la3 - Drivers license of Lorraine May Vernon lad = Photo of Jerome Wallis Vernon la6 - Photos of Jennings Bryan Lee +: Sat “i yt 1a8 = Photos of Jerry William Ray... ,   
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D-96 (Rev. 2-14-74) C om” . # 2 | CA DS-/99 6 
on" SW BIT zZ 

1 FBI 
1 

Date; { “et 9/29/77 
ransmit the following in 

= (Type in plaintext or code) i 
. ee 

1 
‘1a AIRTEL ATR MATL } 

1 
{ 

(Precedance) 

_ TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 
ATIN: Records Management Division, 

FOIPA Branch 

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (190-2-52) (2) 
SUBJECT: HAROLD WEISBERG V. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JSUTICE 
(USDC, DC) 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 75-1996 
FOLA MATTER 

i’ 

Re Los Angeles airtel to the Bureau dated 
8/18/77, and Bureau telephone call to Los Angeles 
on 9/26/77. 

One package containing documents from Los 
Angeles file pertaining to MURKIN is being forwarded to the Bureau via registered mail. 

This package contains one xeroxed copy each 

1A exhibits of Los Angeles file 44-1574A: 

1A2, 143, 144, 146, 148, 149, 1A10, 1411; 
1A12, 1A13, 1414, 1A15, 1418, 1A29, 1431, 1A32,. 
1A33 (obscene material), 1434, 1A36, 1437, 1440, © 
1A42, 1445, 1448,~1453, 1454, 1455, 1456, 1461, 1464, 
1467, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1475, 1A90, 1494, 1495, 1498, . 
1A100, 14101, 14103, 14104, 14105, 1A106, 1A107, 14109. 

In addition to the above, Los Angeles is submitting one xeroxed copy each of ‘eight FD-340¢'s 
from above-mentioned Los Angeles file. 

4 - Bureau ; 
(1 - Package) (RM) wow. 

1-- Los Angeles . 11 OCT 3 1977   
of the lA:envelope and contents thereof from the followi g | 
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PB36 (feoy. 7-27-76) C QO ec &OS-/996 
. FBI EXIA/BIT” oS 

l TRANSMIT VIA: PRECEDENCE: CLAS SIFICATION: 
C) Teletype (— Immediate () TOP SECRET ; 
[) Facsimile (_) Priority () SECRET 
(Q Airtel (2 Routine ( CONFIDENTIAL ; 

. DEFTO 5 . 
(2D CLEAR i 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FRM: SAC, CHICAGO (197-2) (C) 

SUBJECT: HAROLD WEI SBERG v. 

each of 

( 

  

Bureau telephone call to Chicago, 9/28/77. 

telephone call. 

as follows: 

(QD. Bureau ee BEd 
ve 1 - Chicago 

pee SAAELO Say 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
(U.S.D.C.,DC) ~~“ 

‘ 
Lb 

  
CIVIL ACTION 475-1996 

* FOLIA MATTER 

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated 8/31/77, and 

Transmitted herewith to the Bureau is two copies Serials requested by the Bureau in referenced 

Enclosed copies of the serials are described 

—— eo) me Serial 21 -* photos of JERRY RAY Serial 22 -- Photos of JERRY RAY 3 SEp 80 1977 Serial 23 -+ photos of JERRY RAY ' ' Serial 37 e+ exhibit envelope C ON Ceterieregeemicii, ; 
photos of JAMES EARL RAY Serial 39 e- Stand-up photos of JAMES EARL RAY Serial 43 += photos of JAMES EARL RAY Serial 45 -- two photos of JAMES EARLRAY mt Serial 51 -- two photos of JAMES EARL RAY OLe - Serial 52 *- two photos of JERRY RAY 

Serial 55 -= photos of JAMES EARL RAY 
Serial $8 -+ Photos of JAMES EARL RAY iy Serial 68 -- one photographic negative of (“) 

JAMES EAR RAY oo . 
Serial 69 -. " " " Serial 84 -- photos of JAMES EARL RAY,     
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FBI \ 
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TRANSMIT ViA: PRECEDENCE: CLAS SIFICATION: 

Cc? Teletype (_] Immediate [) TOP SECRET 

TJ Facsimile (Priority. (2 SECRET 
(& Airtel CT) Routine () CONFDENTIAL | 

OEFTO . 
(C2 CLEAR i 

| 
Date 9/23/77 i 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (197-1) (C) 

HAROLD WEISBERG 

Vv. 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

(U.8.0.6., D.C) 
Civil Action Number 75-1996 

Re Butelcall to New Orleans 93/21/77. 

Enclosed for the Bureau as requested are 
| Xerox copies of the 1-A envelopes.from the New Orleans 
MURKIN file (157-10673), Items 1A2-1A72, 

In additional, also enclosed are Xerox 
copies of two "Bulky Sheets" from the same file.   

TO PAE e en 

2 SEP 28 1977 
<q 

ee ee 

, a Ae 
QO. Bureau (Enc. ¥ | eee 
1 - New Orleans a“ “* SMC:dbr wey 
(3) : 
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F036 Rev.'7-27-76) - 

TRANSMIT VLA: 

CC) Teletype 

C) Facsimile 

&) Airtel 

TO 

FROM 

      

JEK:jeo 

(4) 
  
Approved: \\¢ ‘| 

yy Tr 

SUBJECT: 

(Bufile 44- 
to the Bure 

Q)- Bureau 
| 1 - Package 
; 1 - Chicago 

= 

(: 
  

‘FBIC O 

COA ISVG9S 

PRECEDENCE: CLAS SIFICATION: 
(> Immediate CC) TOP SECRET t © Priority (> SECRET ' f) Routine CO CONFDENTIAL ! 

oe OEFTO le 
[= CLEAR 

! 
1 

Date ___8/31/77 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, CHICAGO (197-2) (C) 

HAROLD WEISBERG V., 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
(U.S.D.C., D.C. 
CIVIL ACTION #75-1996 
FOIA MATTER 

ReButel dated 8/10/77 and Buairtel dated 8/12/77. 
Transmitted herewith to the 
and exhibits contained in Chicago file 44-1114 38861) which fall within th 
au as set forth in referenc 

Bureau is one copy each 

The below listed items, all found in the Sub D of Chicago file 44-1114, were items that 
exhibits portion 
could not be reproduced: 

Serial 2] e 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

22 

25 

37 

a9 

43 

me 
2 ay NG RE Syn Me ee ee. ey ny 

aT are PORT F Nig ev od bs Ns bora, ioe ry Sad AMR I itn ak banellindalatin sb tie 

Transmitted 

photos of JERRY RAY . 

photos of JERRY RAY 

Photos of JERRY: RAY 

exhibit envelope Containing two 
Photos of JAMES EARL RAY 

Stand-up photos of JAMES EARL RAY- g 

photos of JAMES EARL RAY — —— 

—"g SEP 2 1977 

Pia (Number) (Tims) - FG1/002 
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CG 197-2 
fi 

Serial 45 - two photos of JAMES EARL RAY wre : 

Serial 51 - two photos of JAMES EARL RAY ee os . 
pot g as is 

Serial 52 - two photos of JERRY RAY . s 
Serial 53 - one cigarette filter 5 
Serial 55 + photos of JAMES EARL RAY e 
Serial 58 - photos of JAMES EARL RAY : 
Serial 62 + envelope containing laundry marks on , fonts shirt and bed linen for JAMES EARL RAY oS while using the name GALT in the ro Los Angeles area 2 

7 Serial 68 - one photographic negative of Fe JAMES EARL RAY Es 
Serial 69 = one photo and negative of JAMES EARL RAY Fe 
Serial 84 « Photos of JAMES EARL RAY a 

Serial 87 - tape recording of T.V. interview with $e , JERRY RAY oe 
Appropriate logs were prepared during instant review of |. ~ Chicago file 44-1114 and these logs will be maintained in the 1-A ea exhibit section of the Chicago file. “3 

. Appropriately executed affidavit is being submitted s “under separate cover. 

     



  

- a - C 4BIS1GG 

Ex“ipir 6 : 

7 

8/30/77 q 
2 

: ‘ 

_. AIRTEL AIRMAIL ne 
4 

= 

F 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ' 2 ATTN: RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION, a 4 FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - PRIVACY ACTS BRANCH 
FROM: SAC, BIRMINGHAM (62-2646) (RUC) F 
HAROLD WEISBERG % Vv. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE : (UeS DC Del) 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 75-1996 . FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 
(FOIA) MATTER 
BUDED: AUGUST 31, 1977 

Re Bureau teletype to Atlanta dated 8/10/77.   Enclosed under separate cover for the Bureau is 7 One copy each of all serials, including 1-A's and Bulky % Exhibits from the Birmingham Division MURKIN file (BH 44-1740) conforming to the requirements set forth in referenced 
communication. Also enclosed is the required affidavit 
completed by SA BENNIE FP. BREWER, a self-explanatory 
FD 302 dated 4/12/68, and a memorandum from SA PETER JOHN _ FF BODKIN dated 1/7/69. 0" out 

As indicated in the attached affidavit, the following 
items were not copied due to the nature of the items and 
the impracticality of doing so: 

1(a)- Exhibit 1-A-69, which is a magazine, approxie 
mately 84 x 10-3/4 inches, entitled "Redfield '68, a? 
Scopes*Mounts*Sights”, consisting of 31 printed pages 
concerning various rifles, scopes, and other information 
of interest to sportsmen. a 

3/- Bureau iO os 
G)- puree Copy - Enclosures) | 

1 - Birminghan 
.. BFB:dsc 

(3) 

  

 



  

ns ies isainhincidscaiteistob é peu tentancttsedtite earl ec aso 

“> BE 62-2646 ee | a oF, 2H : 

RS e - ' o ets (b). <A magazine, approximately 8% x 11 inches .. .. “entitled "Winchester-western 1968 Sporting Arms and ” unition®, consisting of 47 printed pages concerning rifles, shotguns, ammunition, and other information of interest to sportsmen. 

2. Exhibit 1-A-121, which is a magazine with tie and yellow cover, approximately 8 x 10k inches entitled “Bay of Pigs", authored by Albert Cc. Persons, consisting of 97 printed pages concerning the subject matter depicted by the title. 

The above deseribed magazines have been reviewed at Birmingham and found to be without notations of any kind. The enclosed FD 302 and memorandum have been included ag 4n explanation of how and why these magazines were obtained. 
It should be noted that the Xeroxed copies of he ur field 

| NQt as-legible as might be desired. This is due to the fact that these were made from carbon copies, themselves not highly legible. Tabs have been attached to those pages containing the name "GAULT®, 

The enclosed copies of serials are separated according to the respective volumes from which they came. Although there are a total of 20 volumes, other than JI=A's and a_sub>file, copies are not enclosed from Volumes: Seven and Pifteen because Seven contains only two Serials, both reports, and Volume Fifteen contained only one serial, also a report. ' 

DACB, this matter igs considered RUC. 
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LD =6 (Rev, 7-27-76) 

TRANSMIT VIA: 

[) Teletype 

CD Facsimile 

XKZ Airtel 

EXH/B/7- 7 
FBI 

PRECEDENCE: CLAS SIFICATION: 
() Immediate () TOP SECRET : C) Priority . C) SECRET i [ Routine ( CONFIDENTIAL ' 

OEFTO a! 
2 CLEAR 

Date August 29,1977! 

TO: Director, FBI 

FROM: SAC, New Orleans (197-1) - co 

HAROLD WEISBERG 
Vv. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 

of 713 documents, 
10673. 

    Serial-by-serial 
file and its l-As 

notations, and (3 

_ Those 1 
as follows:     

> (1, NO 66-285 
(1, NO 157-10 
(1, NO 197-1) 

Civil Action Number 75-1996 

Re Bureau teletype 8/10/77 and Bureau airtel 8/12/77. 
Enclosed under Separate cover are one Xerox copy each 

The enclosed documents represent the results of a 

(1) were not directed to, or received from, FBIHQ or Memphis, (2)' those involving FBIHO anda Memphis with substantive permanent 

4 - Bureau (1, Package 4p | 3 - New Orleans fh 

A da beat. 

o- 

all from the New Orleans MURKIN file, NO 157~= 

review of the entire New Orleans MURKIN main - The serials enclosed are only those which 

) 1-As which can be Xeroxed,. 
a? 

-A Exhibits which cannot be Xeroxed are listed 

Ivf . . . 
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NO 197-2 
CHA: mwb 

O2B-6 and D2B-6, 

ed) ee Nee ee 

LA-1: Two cloth strips with laundry tags bearing codes 

A-3: Photographs of artist's conception of unknown subject Purchasing rifle in Birmingham, 

LA-6: Photographs of DARREL DEXTER GATIN. 
1A-12: Negatives of artist's conception of unknown Subject by witnesses in Memphis and Birmingham. 

wrapped, 
1A-15: Photographs of bedspread in which gun was 

1A~22:\Negatives of ERIC S. GALT. 

1A-23: Photograph of subject with eyes closed. 

1A-27: Color photographs of RONALD BARDIN SIMPSON, 
1A-30: Photographs of JAMES EARL RAY, 3/17/60. 

1A-31: Photographs of JAMES EARL RAY, 9/8/66. 

1A=-32: Photographs of WALTER TERRY RIFE. 

1A-33: Standup Photographs of RAY, 3/28/55. 

1A-34:; Photographs of JAMES EARL RAY, 1960: | 
1A-35: Photographs of Continental Dance Studio Party. 
1A-26: Negatives of JAMES EARL RAY and WALTER TERRY RIFE. (no dates). 

1A-42: Photograph of JAMES EARL RAY, 1/4/66. 

LA-43: Color Photograph of CHARLES STEIN, 

1A-45: Photographs of MYRAL TOMASO... 

1A-46: Photograph of CHARLES STEIN.” ° — 
1A-57: Photograph of CHARLES JOSEPH STEIN, 7/21/62. 
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NO 197-1 oo ont 
CHA :mwb ms 

1A-62: Photograph of JAMES L. QWENS. 

1A-67: Photographs of JULES RICO KIMBLE. 

Sub File 1, consisting of original FD-302s and inserts, 
was not copied since such documents were repeated in Sub File.2 ; 
where 21] documents were indexed. Only the first pages of Sub 
File 2 serials were Copied since those were repeated in reports : 
submitted. b 

The affidavit required in the Bureau airtel of 8/12/77 
is being sent by separate airtel, attention CHARLES MATHEWS, III, 
Legal Counsel Division. 

' 

r
r
r
 

To assist the Bureau in accounting for all serials 
the following additional information is set forth relevant to the 
idiosyncrasies of the New Orleans main files' serialization: t   

(1) Volume 2 actually began with Serial 151, repeating 
Serials 151, 152, and 153; 

(2) Serial 364 is skipped; 

(3) Serials 1302 and 1303 were transferred to a different 
Fie file; 

(4) Sub File A Serial 23 was skipped and there are two 
serials each numbered 17 and 18. 
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~ So frente 
‘DAA Rey 337-76) Me eee EXN/BIT 8 

FBI 
TRANSMIT VIA: PRECEDENCE: CLAS SIFICATION: i 
(2 Teletype ( Immediate (0 TOP SECRET 
[Facsimile (_) Priority () SECRET 
= Airtel (C2 Routine (1 CONFIDENTIAL 

OEFTO ; 8 
(2 CLEAR t ' 

en Date 8/25/97 1 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 
ATTN: RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - PRIVACY ACTS BRANCH 

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (190-9) (RUC) 

HAROLD WEISBERG VS U.S. DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE (0.S.D.C.,D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NO. 75-1996, 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) MATTER 
BUDED 8/31/77 ; 

Re FBIHQ teletype to Atlanta, Birmingham, Louisiana, 
New Orleans, WFO, Chicago and St. Louis, 8/10/77. 

7 
' Enclosed for FBIHQ is one xerox copy each of 1326 (XJ 

Atlanta documents relative to captioned matter. ‘ 

Referenced Bureau teletype pointed out that in - 
gonnection with captioned civil action, the Bureau had entered 
into a stipulation to process, pursuant to FOIA, certain 
documents pertaining to the assassination of Dr. MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR., (Bureau code name - MURKIN) contained 

_in the files of recipient divisions. _ # 

As a result, each recipient was to conduct a search 
of its indices for all main files identifiable with MURKIN 
and thereafter, Atlanta, along with several other offices 
was to forward one xerox copy each of all documents, including 
bulky exhibits and 1l-As, which documents met certain criteria 
set forth by the Bureau. ; 

. —_—— 

Bureau (Enc. 1326 )ERCLOSURE som Lo 
- Atlanta Ds ye 27 en 

EAS/bw 0 2 K 
(3) a —— 

~ \. q     
   Transmitted Per —_—_—_ 

Vo (Number) (Time) 

  

 



AT 190-9 

Items 44-2386-l1A-71 

-72 
-73 
-74 
-75 
-76 
-77 
-78 
-79 

-80 
~81 

-82 
-83 
-84 
-85 
-86 
-87 
-88 
-89 
-90 
-91 
-92 
-93 
-94 
-95 
-96 
-97 
-98 
-99 
-100 
-101 
-102 
-103 
-104 
-105 
-106 
-107 
-108. 
-109 
-110 
-111 

- -112 
; -113 

-114 

ee en eel een es ee So ES a me . 

au tinsel on piasadcieanl ee Te ert we 

Items 44-2386-1A-115 
-116 
-117 
-118 
-119 p108 
-120 poco 

chart = too big 
to xerox) 

(photograph not in -121 
1A envelope) -122 

; -123 
(photograph not in -124 
1A envelope) — 

fot featos 

INA, 

Bulky Exhibits for 44-2386 
= 

410° 
Item 44-2386-1B-1 - this was a Delta 
Air Lines computer printout 
of passengers aboard various 
Delta Air Line flights including $ 
Delta flight 932 from Memphis is 
“to Chicago, 4/27/68 and Delta fe 
flight 595 from Birmingham to Se 
Memphis, 4/27/68. This was E 
a voluminous, continuous run 
computer printout that was too 
large to xerox. 

wom 
a4 Item 44-2386-lLB-2 - these were 

items of physical evidence, 
ineluding bed linen, cigarette “ a 
butts, maps, a Saw, neg aeaneys- ~ oe 
etc L not bein “fe 

15 

ee er Sire nee eee a a RE. cares 

    

  

  

 



  

AT 190-9 

Item 44-2386-1R<T _7 this was a xerox copy of the complete 
service record of AARON ISAAC LOFTON - these items contain 
a notation "Information Copy (Extract) only, to be destroyed 
upon completion of action. Record copy on file at USAIRR.*® 

As a result, this item cannot be duplicated for another oS 
agency. A xerox copy is being sent to FBIHQ. toe 

. cas 
Item 44-2386-1B-4 - these are enlarged copies of an Atlanta foi 
area map and a Los Angeles area map and are too large to - 
run off on the xerox machine. As a result they are not 
being submitted to FBIHQ. 

Item 44-2386-1B-5 - these were items furnished by the 
Newark Office to Atlanta which included a large looseleaf 
type book with instructions on locksmithing and a locksmith 
kit. These items are not being xeroxed. 

Item 44-2386-1B-6 /- this is a copy of a looseleag ledger 
book of JIMN-D7 GARNER, 107 14th Street, NE, Atlanta, Georgia. 
A xerox copy of this is being sent to FBIHQ. 
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  Atlanta file 157-3094 (Assassination of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Racial Matter) — 

VOLUME 1L- 

_ Serials 157-3094-1 157=-3094-119 : 

-4 -120 
714 -123 % 
«15 ; -124 2 
-32 -131 - 

-37 -132 
-44 -133 r 

~-47 ‘*e1l35 is 

-61 -136. . * “f 

-68 -137 . o 
-69 “1368 °° “y 

“Loe .* % 

VOLUME 2 “140 os 
-146 woe a 

Serials 157-3094-112 -147 a F 

= x 

3 
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Date 8/24/77 — Tech Serve__.__ . 
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; CAIS-/9G¢6 Rance. D: : nae (aew'¥7-27-76) * C 
PBL . EASES v 7 ! xa aD — < 

| Dep. v f ‘TRANSMIT VIA: PRECEDENCE: CLASSIFICATION: lhe Cae . 
Crim. In 

CO Delete (_] Immediate (Cj TOP SECRET Fin & ...__ (]} Facsimile (-} Priority () SECRET Ident___ OS Aire! © Routine (C(O CONFIDENTIAL 
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    TOT Tt mm mmm nn en eee ee ee ee ee ee Le L. —Taciaing . 7 [" 
Public A#z OWL a Td: / DIRECTOR, FBI ees bent |: ATTENTION: RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIvEeSayew—t | fF rc Ik | FREEDOM OF INFORMATION = | \ | PRIVACY ACTS BRANCH - 

| FROM: SAC, WFO (190-63) (RUC) 

HAROLD WEISBERG Y, 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
(U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NO, 75-1996 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) MATTER 
BUDED August 31, 1977   

Re Bureau teletype, 8/10/77; Bureau airtel, 8/12/77, 

Enclosed are 566 xerox copies of documents contained in WFO MURKIN file, 

Item No, 41 of the 1A exhibit section of WFO file 44-703 is an envelope FD 340, sealed with "Evidence" tape, bearing data as follows: File No. 44-703-1A(41), received 5/22/68, from JOHN R, TAKACH, Chief, Money Order Branch, Government Accounting Office, Washington, D.C., by PD Special Agent SIDNEY 8, ROCHE, to be returned (to donor), description-U.S, Post Office Money Orders 5,615,057,923 and y 1,916,211,078, WFO construes this item to be sealed E physical evidence and pursuant to instructions in referenced Bureau teletype, this item was not xeroxed and is not 
forwarded herewith, Item No. 51 of the exhibit section of 

$ 

ENCLOSURE 
(_2.'Bureau (Enc, 566) 

- WFO 

E: W:ldb a 
2) 

both 
ved: Transmitted Per “ 

(Number) (Time) 
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WFO 190-63 

WFO file 44-703 is a tape recording received “\, Be 5/28/74 from DAVID GAINES by Special Clerk ai lee KENNETH WILKEY, described as a tape recording of ~ & conversation between SHIRLEY GAINES and a person identified as BILL (No Middle Name) HARRIS, This was construed by WFO as non-documentary evidence and is not forwarded herewith, 

Executed affidavit requested in referenced airtel is being submitted to Bureau, Attention: Legal Counsel Division, by separate airtel, captioned as above, this date, 
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@ 24 rrr 7, im: 
EXEPT LL 

\ 

LA 190-2-52B   
For the additional information of the Bureau, 

the following 1A exhibits contained in the Los Angeles 
MURKIN file were not documents and consequently could not 
be xeroxed and forwarded to the Bureau. 

Los Angeles file 44-1574A 

  
  

f 

la2 Driver's license of JEROME WALLIS VERNONV 
la3 Driver's license of LORRAINE VERNON - 
1la4 Photo of JEROME WALLIS VERNON 

la6é Photos of JENNINGS BRYAN LEE -, 
la8 Photos of JERRY WILLIAM RAY ~% : 
lag Photos of JAMES EARL RAY (3/17/60)~ ; 
lalo Photos of JAMES EARL RAY (9/8/66) “ , . 
lall Phetos of WALTER T. RIFE (3/28/55) ° : 
Val? Dhatne anf BBV anA RTP, FIASIR/ERV YS A 

lal3 Photos of RITA STEIN (5/18/67) 3 
lal4 | <Photo and impression of tire (SN4174P867) F 
lals } Samples from textile mach. SN31078 “ . 
1als8 Samples of -laundry taqs | 
1a29 Photo of JAMES LOOMA OWENS” h 
la3l PRES of J. C. HARDIN: r 
la32 Photo of MYRIAL TOMASO F 
1a33 Material-photos ~” r 
1a34 Photo of PAUL OSBORN BRIDGEMAN '~ , 

1a36 Photo of DENNIS WADE FONTENNOT. . 
la37 Photo of DENNIS WADE FONTENNOT ~” 
1a40 Photo of DONALD B. BLAA. 
1a42 Photos of Businesses . 7 
1a45 Photos of residents - DAVIDA GREGORY~” } 

1a48 Negative ; 
14853 Laundry bags” ° ; 
1é54 Thermo seal marking machine of laundry mark 20 R-3~” ; 
1a55 Photos of SUSAN LEE HARRIS“ =| ; 
1256 Photos of ERIC LEROY CASEY, . («: : 

F 
0 F 

- = 

E 

. 

OTT TERT V 2 :  



LA 190-2-52B 

la6l 

1la64 

1la67? 

1a69 

1a70 

la7l 
1la75 

1a90 

1a94 

1a95 
1a98 

1al100 

lalol 

lal03 
1al104 
1a105 

1lal06: 

1al07: 

1al09: 

Photos of RAY” 

Photo of JOHN BEVINS” 
Photo v 

Photo of RICHARD B. HARRELL’ 
Photos of JAMES EARL RAY/Y 
Photos of DYRELL DENNIS v 
Photos of ERIC STARVO GALT (11/67) 
Photo of JACQUELINE "JACKIE" KLINE” 
Photas of FRED DREW SCHWARTZ ~ ’ 
Photgs of FREDERICK JOHN SCHWARTZ ~ / 
Photo of JAMES EARL RAY and WALTER and RIFE 
Photo of FRANK WILLIAM BRICKLEY 1 
Inked impressions of tire number 20427372 
Photos of JEROME WILLIS VERNON~ / 
Photas of JAMES RICHARD HENDRICKS 
Photam of T.TON WTTLLTAM SHORTY 
Photo of FRANK WILLIAM BRICKLEY 
Photos of JAMES EARL, RAY” 

Photo of LOOKALIKE Lo. 

’ 

Los Angeles will submit affidavit of Special 

Agent who supervised this search for documents pursuant 

to Bureau instructions in, referenced communications, . 
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CA IS/9G @ 
> at 7-24-76), C: eon 

&} Per geer (2 

— ua 
| FB] ° oN 

TRANSMIT VIA. PRECEDENCE; ~~ * > CLASSIFICATION: — 
Co Teletype 

C) Immediate C) TOP SECRET 
C Facsimile 

C) Priority 
C) SECRET 

' 
( Airtel 

C) Routine C) CONFIDENTIAL ! . DEFTO Ht) — [> CLEAR 
j 

    

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

" 
ATIN: RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

) 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION= PRIVACY ACTS BRANCH 

FROM; = SAC, MEMPHIS (62-1887) (Rus) 
SUBJECT: HAROLD WEISBERG vy, 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 

; 
OF JUSTICE (U.S.D.C., D.C.), CIVIL ACTION NO. 75-1996; FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) MATTER 

: 

Re Bureau teletype to Memphis, 7/8/77. 
- Enclosed for the Bureau are 13 boxes containing all ; 

volumes, Sub Sections, l-4 exhibits and bulky enclosures of 
Memphis files 44=1987' 88-10052, 157-1067 and 157=1099 cure [) } 
rently available to the Memphis Office, 

a > (152 Bureau 1=Box 
l=Box 
1=Box 
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ME 62-188) 

4&
3 * 

Memphis file 4401987 has & total of 13) volumes, 

Categorized as follows: 
44-1987 

7 volumes he lO87elA ll volumes 441987 Sub 2 volumes 441987 Sub A 7? volumes 44-1987 Sub B 8 volumes 44-1987 Sub Cc > volumes 4421987 Sub D 3 volumes 44-1987 Sub E 20 volumes 44-1987 Sub F l volume 44-1987 Sub G 40 volumes 44-1987 Sub H 3 volumes 44-1987 Sub I 1 volume 44-1987 Sub J 2 volumes 44-1987 Sub K 2 volumes 44-1987 Sub L 2 volumes 44-1987 Sub M wl volumes 44-1987 Sub N 1 volume 44-1987 Sub o :3 volumes 44-1987 Sub P ‘1 volume 44-1987 Sub Q +1 volume, 
Memphis file 88-10052 has 1 volume 
Memphis file 157-1067 has a total of 29 volumes; 

4 volumes of lea exhibits and 25 volumes of serials, 
> volumes 

&@s follows 

44-1987.— 
44-1987 

BOX #2: 

44-1987 
44-1987. 
88=10052 

lA 
Sub M 

lA 

(exhibits) 

(exhibits) 

volumes ]e8 
volume 1] 

volumes 1-6 
volumes 9-11 
volume :1, 
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fE 62-1881 

BOX #3: 

44-1987 
44-1987 Sub 
442-1987 Sub A 
44-1987 Sub B 

BOX #43 

44-1987 Sub B 
4401987 Sub C 

BOX #53 

4421987 Sub C 
44-1987 Sub D 
4421987 Sub E 

BOX #6: 

4401987 Sub E 
4421987 Sub F 

BOX #7: 
PE mies: 

4401987 Sub G 

BOX #8: 

4421987 Sub G. 

BOX #9: 

44-1987 Sub G 
44-1987 Sub H 
44-1987 Sub I 
44-1987 Sub J 
44-1987-1B9 

BOX #10: 

44-1987 Sub K 
4401987 Sub L 
44-1987 Sub M 
44-1987 Sub N 

  

volume 7 
volumes l-2 
volumes le? 
volume l. 

volumes 2-8 
volumes 1-4 

volume 5 
volumes 1-3 
volumes 1-8, 

volumes 9-20 
volume l. 

volumes l-ll. 

volumes 12-24, 

volumes 25-40 
volumes le3 
volume l 
volumes l=2 

volumes 1-2 
volumes l=2 
volumes 1-10 
volume l. 
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ME 6221881] 

a BOX #11: 
. 

4421987=1B5 
4421987=]1B7 
4401987=1B10 
442198718)? 
44019870] B13 
4401987=1B14, 

BOX £12: 

157-1067 3 volumes 1-22 157=1067-1A volumes 1-4, 

BOX #13: 

157-1067 
volumes 23-25 157-1092 
volumes le5 157-1092 Sub volume 1] 44-1987 Sub 0 volumes ]=3 4421987 Sub P volume 1] 44-1987 Sub Q volume l,. 

For the information of the Bureau, 44-1987 Sub M is a pending file. The Memphis Office currently has pende ing investigation being Conducted and handled out of this sub file. Serials 11241139 of Sub M have been Xeroxed and will be retained by the Memphis Office for reference pure poses in connection with the pending investigation. 

These files are to be transported to the Bureay via American Airlines flight 506, departing Memphis Intere national Airport, 7/14/77 at 9:40 a.m, arriving Washington National Airport, 7/14/77, 12:28 PM. 
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“CA YSI996 
EX 41 BIT 1/3 

Josaistant Attorney General @ 
Civil Division , 

of the pertinent documents in tha PEI's poesossion prior to re 
plaintiff's waiver revocation which rendere? the issue root. - 
By letter dated Decerder 13, 1977, a cory of which is attached, 
the F5I acknowledged receipt of plaintiff's revocetion.   

The DOS thereafter coneiderec the asszesination 
cocuments to be of historical interest due to the volume of 
dnquirles received by the FBI from the public in general. 
The DOT waived privacy richts eqainst pabliie interest and 
Geciged the documents concerning the dcatth of Dr. Martin Luther 
Ring, Jr., should be aveileble to the public. The entire 
release of dociments fror the file consisting of 44,673 pages 
ics available to the publie at large in the Fri's Reading Room, 
Veshineton, D. C. It wes determined that defendant OPT 
received 1€5 pages of this naterial Januery 24-2¢€, 1978, 
from the FBI. Also defendant George FeMillian received 44 
pages, March 15, 1978. It should be noted that numerous 
other persons have revicwe*% and receives the same docurants. 

The plaintiff?’ 4s in error concerning an FEI conspiracy 
with the other two irndcividuel Gefendants in terminating the 
investigation by the United States Rouse of Ro>resentatives 
Select Committee on Assassinations. Enclosed vou will find 
a cony of the United States House of Representatives Con- 
cressionel Record @ates Pebruary 2, 1877, conristine of paces 

N-790 throuch 2-807. It ehould be noted that the United States 

Bouse of Representatives Select Comittce on Acsnesinations was . i 

created by the $4th Concress. Sentember 19, 1976, uncar House as 

Rerolution 1540. The 95th Congress continued the tmited States e 

House of Renresentatives Selact Committee on Aceassinations, 

February 2, 1977, wader EFouse Resolution 222 which the 

attaches Conyjrezsf{onal Record shows. As of this cate, the 

FDI has bean furnist.ing the United States House of Repre- 

Bentatives Select Comnittce on Assansinations with cocumnents 

concerning the death of Dr. Hartin Luther King, dz. 

In acditlon, the citation of Tennesree Code Annotsted 

Chanter 240,: Section 2, 23-2606, is analogue because it 

relieves conmercial printers an¢ printing establishn=ents 

mad egret eet 
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FAN (BIT SSF 

Deer Jonn, 
1@ 24/77 

na - . 
: ' 

. 

nere are sone cf t+. wrovlers: with the atlante files. 1 ve gone ov-r tne. mY wife 

liste: tne: wi- put each volue in a sevarate fies folder identiziec as by the worksheets. 

S..e was accurate. Insofer as your newest sniftec perzitted. 

With the becphis fises you inacete- orfts. workshects wat wes provide. in be Kurkin 

files. asa result of abanconin, tus recoru-cee ping practise with the Agianta files 

tnere ar- large 2na entir ly unac-ount.c voids. One of t.e many Kacples is the gap of 16 

Serieis wctwe-r vWolu: 9 ed 10 of 4gn2556. ditnin exch Voiuce the same situatior is true, 

many unac.ow.t.. voics. i.reover, Wwe aic not receive ex cory oF Voluces é and 13. We thus 

aiso heve no wey of imowing whet either is. 

We hove e !& fises, - presu.é sub, put no A. We neve a single B en. then tuo Es, but 

no C or We in tne Bs t:: gorcels SOF Pro. E% to 36C. Let =- correct this because I ap 

csrfusec fro. t c list sxce & rerover fron the box in wiuich the fi-es were not in any 

sequence. I've cixes ts file nuxbers. 

Ate2o05 we neve . Vouuc? =< but no 4. We uave en E but no Corl. 

44 {77-1740 we have é sisal file, SP2. Wo 1 née certainly tnese are 20% a. the 

Altente clipiings. 

157-2O>4 we hove Volunes onc 3 but not 1, with en E but no a, or C. 

Recores er: re.ervea to unc not iccbudec. an ezampie is the Naves report. Tuere is 

your cull to Sav sucn sn”. 4 accisio. %s withnoi” nares entircly ne:dlessly because that 

+. cress if for no ovner reasone bot noe the resort. ine copy + hove is 
report Gils re-ch *<. 

a rezote generatOue Becicces, not ea bit o- it was every secret. Lick Yregory was all over 

TV with it a:d more. 

nere is relevernct two en i:.ter dew wit: Waiter sdfe, LC44-760 but not the inte-viewe 

I've iterviewe. «ife enc Ww: noc @ denzthy corresponc nce. There were ueny interviews. 

Taey we-c hela eas YOuLloly ac t..0 d-nts- Cuil. errenive voh. Hey was tr tirst to tell 

ue B9OUL t..2ire 

a fev o. tie volitical fils ire *:eluéce but not ncarly al:. Taese were in ry 

orijinwl m-ucsts an: the ou€ L pice eter on ti. chance tn re was s0—€ confusion. hot 

the sex ctufi, 2c th vlue ge oretr 4 +- the archivese wow tet wors wane has made & 

hero o: Wit i'm Lore i:.terestea in %..07¢ of frtnur i-urteuthe 

Enlargements of at-ant:. u.c “os &nzzles reps are fererrec to but not included. I'n 

intereste. i. the. wc *#omee len: thon i. they were not inc, --UT-cltie 

oo. Oo. t.e euphis files referees to reports of inforcers froz Atlenta, even fo 

cir’ ctious siven to tacu. “othi... includ: in whet I'v r-ceive.. tlente nec inforness 

inside Ss. ‘nese are i..cluig. in ny r.quests. Some vent to .enDhis, ss-£ cic note I 

heve records of both, frou gcveral sources. 

heroxes of pictures are withn le withvut reason or ucec. en- i violation of the 4G's 

policy. &uong thc riciculzus ones er. t:os+ of Serry sey. Soe I Gon}t care about. Look- 

elices I do wnt. Tpose wo fisures oro:aneztly in tne invectigation, lic Vernon, I also 

re tu inagine Ris picture wes not publi hea in ud. Or. this, please 

cneck the picture 1 scl_eg es t.r> of Sames Rey alice rife, 1423. 1t io.ks like neither in 

the xerox. l mve dorm . with Frosch that th. x¢roxes cer. D. misleading but please check. 

I toic you ezout the cvsence of the sictures 4 let the se.tirore r0 heve. Tuere is 

an inco-plete reicrence to 2-5 in Let's 44-605-5.3. 1 1it tne pictures at tne local 

pever exuctly as I wrcte you ccceuss Rs uichtinger “cs ir. paltivore zn. he pickeu his 

reil ut accros. the stre-t, et th Lain post of-zict, each mornin;.‘Unce in e while weld 

burp intc each oticr at t' vost oflices 

Sub b oD is ¢...pletcly ileesivle. i'd aulreciats vw cory 1 can reace 

Bor the rirst tine froj ay file 2 nave recoras of trenecride. tapec conversations 

relatin *0 t+ Ca-% ame ta. investizstion. Is if pessible no other office and nobody in 

my Gid tis? io recorus fro= th. owner files I've Gone overe 

My). yp core: os the wicercover op-ration at Gorner's ere entirely incozpiete. I'd 

li.e als of tis, pa 8S@. As 2 told you when . saw tne watt afficpyit 5 Imev ebout it. 

vente 2 finc ith 
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Seripl.we 21b revers to a. wtlC cnecs anc to Hey beins listea as a Code 80, 

"2 recels nothin, else re-atin: to tis charge and 
wheicr includes “Zlvcticn ~:Wse 4 

woul: appre-ist: al. r.sevnt recorés not sroviaec. 

Ff ere ere obliteetion. reletiic tc Orisou-rs en. tic ellegec. "Rount;7" on “ing. 

Wh teer or not tnese ret tc to Curtic sier res. for confusion au. urv-cularly efter the 

UR rcp rt are, I think, witaout justificaticn. , 

Frankiy, 1 have troucl. over thes: euntinue. withnoidings, this lete, this long 

+ uot Jin’. letter to the 
aftcr the jucge as weli c. tne av hus hele ot... rvise.e 2 told y 

AG in ctc. nh: filiyies in every cissle blans for thc entirely public information I'n -ure 

is in 22 tises not Scarcuete 

For the nistoric2l vuluc or tueoe PF cord ~ Coot and do not acczot this. 1 regret 

el) cy Bipxecls ane proterts have Deane ac little as the .ords af tie AG auc the jucgte 

wet this renluy represents 2 ca. guess oney. +ut trat it includes ¢ state of mind 

d@irectly opdoseu ty co-plin.ce is a oovicuc orooeoility, especially becese of the time 

ane tic fect « cic ervels suc.. tile eorlzr ou, por. then a yeur ome é half ago end with 

specifics tie: iaclucc. the Withheld identificetiorsc. 

if cias exvecins the insertior into tis ctipmletion. thet 2 wouic not areel until 

efter they wer copii - with it coes not exnlein anything in whet 7 con regard as good 

feitn. Deis aves corcitio: o: whe ctipuctions was written in after sone of these 

Dor- rece..ct receres hic vee:. yrocesse-. 

In p}eir. engiich tris. & ene tyat th. Fol wrote into the stipulations a provision to 

prevent c- froz. aola_ ervtii.. avout a violatior. of tnexc by the #52 anz prior to their 

beins asrecu toe 

+ hove no enice loft. It putting ele this in “iets hxése 

Zt can't iicgine his wentin: to co as cuck. as I'a like to. 1 fecl ixposec upon, that 

1 neve ven roooec cf tie enen % heverso tlc, tint ~ have been put to much wastec 

work wher, 2 do uot hev-: ti.2 for tn. wore L'c sturteu on - tuat my trust anc ZI have 

been abduseu. 
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iar cong, 10/26/77 

test wi cit I fintched goinr over ti Loe anreles files. What you people heve done 

fro. thc luliersus tu +..2 outrecseous. I'12 not tee tin for detail, gust for 

- went tat wiils you may mu:e pretenses to the contrary 

: to th: desres rou e11 think you cen get away 

itl. Lte 
9 

agidin tac. a. une lwin : gens L. the wormzshee6s exe anon: the file id: ntifications. 

ee: clots. tht those recert. vere provide. fron the SCS filcs. There thus 
Ce 

aiLeo S 228 
Loy eee ee. tee et Se Se 8 - 

2 ustracle.y 0D --ee = ee ee 

&: co.tiauins dutent is of noneccnpliu.ce 

4 
here is uc. ev~n 

ae
 

s no woy of xnowin whether trore is deli berate withholiing or eoecicental errer. }oreover, 

ith tne t.cer volws “At the leci: of an index it » co.ue L- aterizl whether or not there 

wer guen itens i.. tie Ly file: es the ripcres 3s atin = to che Steinc ic those con= 

ctet With tiene -atriivel + concer 2 | setie.] iL.vossibility. anc such reports ore uis= 

20 aw Fd My ome 4, thib ri.erehées te + rier receréc not inclucec. J 

31,0 Fan: . :. 
slag fre: the I. Silcee ence 

mortrcr ills tritic.. Ln tit sarin case. Lolovei. r corts er act iscluaec. Still enother 

_e Dee wet Preecan. ii: cise dit ere i. son. Gigree vecause es port of the micas gune 

: sto wlth? fro. othe. One, & 7 porter WROSE WOTE 

1 
-2 +) 

1 vyoversucnt's lincs , actual; diccussec it wire 
- . 7 = ee eA 8% 
che irloresti0% 4 

cout: be anticics cacn Mi eras. 

ce petore an’ sfter he spoxe +9 fncean. -vo. i the fil of clizniag the leats fro= 

tre Ful ETE G, LT. 

alter so¢nuin, te vin se volt % relsin; qazgfion. tout cll of this. For now I 

went vou to mmo. Viet 2 ew Lot col” ctin: exnencf sera peper or’ heve interest in more 

ther pll of tet yeue li we 20 AtEVE s TLOs. + “ile: 24 those of the L. Fe. 

      

= vu L- 
i 

reletin, to t:0-2 of stud reonitlonnee Sh cet investi.:.tion, unecher or rot in sh. Cranes 

She abovi ore Se ples. Vl hove. to womcor? an) other requir ¢ inves ijstions, fro. 

the filf? offiere invelvel. ant “litiout the cleizs to Tyo) wricn 2 eo:ntested ezrlie> anc 

watne 
‘ 

wee tack 4 ret 3 
=- pale eee mere mers oe ar tely fro. the 2C¢ files 2ll recsordcs 

  

ex nor then stip ft. prinent ts the Court if vou @ecline. + walt went to know soon 

berauce 22. 2. tlhe te le 4. dng Ses ont in court 2 wint to tocc th: tie anc do it 

thorcucsety - to ef résc tLe etoneuel lint a cc ut. for all tiree 

-tiejee vithhol ince 2 tran: soz: of it 
Syn lt othe Coe. ter we neo l= ULler eee £ 

hes tee paroo & of -2r-1y Lage 2d% ty fie we ees TLE obliteration. relstin, ic rrostitutes 

of itoru2tic.. Fo.2 Wo: lt evecliLle vcarlier. \This, O- cvbr. ss _.EBe. tho liter withe 

7 . ve - “atm cle 

holir:— rifieulous.} Be ¢ Pe: oo o¢hic cort of treats... emtend: to the sata: 

Ginger vay recor-s 20 trove rel ib. | te .rse bLowck onc the Lustecre Tribune, for which 

teore ig retu ll: ta clale te 2+ ef, 620. eitur the site r.corssc were not wit:held 

eurvliér cil erteulich no * Pie fer withloléinw. it extenas to puolbcnes pictures 

ts s-2-ctiv. efi_s *or piotures Ga ic a. ezcuplejin wliel sou.e of t1° Site Person 

-s eles. of orivoy Tor pictur.s ac not for 
ave viticiele e%tss etl. rl ue velenlel 79 t LTLV en 

the risorts ¢.. “selves. butt St dsconi tent or auythinr cise ye- went I cell it unsccept- 

elle, cs ='@ elre: “yt” yous 
‘yo one for the cosence of “.riin wicords is mot included 

o's wsee 
The vorbil expierctio.. Leu o- 

in any r.corl i've exo. t- Bor ig it even indicated. I do..tt ere wheter to FiI decided 

j-* $m eteriel under the act en= the supposed 
ate Wet te. Plot Go our iGtes also Wlicw 27-45 

te ol peccuse “we have notring wen -y on wees eeu: 

asreenent hot <u witnelé wact it i. not s-cc2-ary to 

to hdc." chen wy hide it vite. the recoré in tide cusee 

In ell of this you mive ude o fires of “review” anc 

-itenell. Yo centicies tr witil.ol@inc of wiat had net vecr 

th fo enticieniie. oa: t-eut -rrce L. irfortere stir throuche 25 our people also did. 

  

covecl ent e jackass out of 

viclnlc on. shbald not be Seen kll dew: 

. 

  

  

eel levs 

ce. or cord sites tat Lb. bos nor ther Lif gxriuls. - heve not deen crovided «it 

eeytia .g rccr the nur, Encletianl the junk, ich +. pict of it. The nu-ber is in the 

rociml. reletin, to ea. 
. 

‘lero ie pu wth - 2-1 i. 59 yf Lb stoucel pics notete « fou I hve inticste voids 

coineié: witli. b.. Lenton. -f. Ww ., rot c.tirely alone --. 0.5% trere gre r Te ‘t:.ccs to 

Pugs A wit as th, ewoide 2? Men 27; unl we4q re Gn. 2 Lee “v Litcenigit writin is not 

clesr. Sericl 15 duklerte. «achd -7t0.. 2d nel eri.ceseene ricturcce wothis.. uecr coup cteness 

or. Vor ioss. (D123) 
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Dear John, 10/21/T7 

Examination of the New Orleans files leads to the repetition of the same conoerns 

about compliance and FBI intent. There are the same wexplained gape in serials that I've 

found in all f've examined to now except Memphis, where the worksheets atbleast claim the 

missing record were in the FBI HQ files. There are the same references to records that 

are not provided and the same meaninglessness if those missing records are in the vastness 

of the BQ files where it would be a practical impossibility to try to retrieve thea. 

Phere is the same kind of claim to 7(C) I regard as spurious in many cases, including 

with regard to pictures, such as of Stein and Tomaso. On Stein it again reaches the ridicu- 

lous: 1455 is a list of four arrests yet earlier the rap sheet was withheld on privacy 

claims. Ry work of years ago indicates the four are not all. (1445ff) 
There is the inclusion of what appears to have no relevance but if it does means there 

ds incompleteness in the 3/12/69 letter reporting a threat against Jim Garrison, Serial 1242. 

If threats against him are relevant why is there not the one that was fed to me and I 

reported to the FBI in Yew Orleans from Garrison's office when he was out of town? I was 

called back by an agent whose name I think is “ood. The actuality of the threat was twice 
confirmed by California authorities. The one selected to relay it to me is in PEI files 

from an alleged threat against JFK. His name is Richerd Rye. I have a copy of an affidavit 

from him to the FBI and Secret Service. 

The files I've been given, obviously incomplete, are coded ff 157, which 2 believe 

de Bombing Matters, Racial Matters. tt is not a 44 or Civil Rights file as are those of 
BQ and the other POs. Is there ar separate relevant HO FO 44 file? 

One area of incompleteness is one about which I've written to you without response, 

Raul Esquivel. The file does disclose the-NO FOs reluctance to ocondgct any investigation g 

relating to Esquivel and contains no results of any investigation. While there were a few 

such references in the HQ file, about which I did write you, they also do not represent a 

real investigation and do not relate to the periods of time Ray was in New Orleans. 

Thei same kind of comment relates to Recile, where the one report in the 14 file is 

zerozed crooked and has much missing, and to Roussel, another suspected of being the kind 

of person Ray could have intended meeting with if his story was for real. Nothing that 

could be called an F3I inveetigation and FO reluctance. There are many other likely candi=- 

@ates in and around New Orleans to whom there ia no reference at all. One is Davis, who 

was active in the violence at Mississippi U over Meredity with Walker, who was charged. 

Another is the late Leander Perez, whose children are cut from the same political cloth. 

I have trouble believing Hy was content to let the matter rest with the PO's non 

seauetur to avoid an investigation of this story. One of the troubling aspects is the 

total lack of reference to “ackson Barracks, which is in other files and ig not at the 

precise intersection of Indastrial Canal and Chef Menteur Highway. Yet the effort to 

avoid any investigation is limited to this intersection and then to ex—oons when the story 

related to an irdustrislist or a cogtractor or builder. For such types the area is likely, 

not unlikely. Yet when there were diectives from HQ relating to these matters there are 

no reports on any investigatoons except a few perfunctory comments about ex—conse I thank 

there are withheld relevant records. ° 

I have the same belief with regard to any investigation of Ray in Yew Cricans aside 

from his being at the Provincial Motel. Much that wae not essential was looked into with 

regard to that phace but not its omership, as one example, or that of other motels near ite 

The New Yricans whispers were or Mafia. Yet bg 4/13, which was fairly soon, in Serial 153 

4f not sooner and in one féf the missing Serials (sven } is missing), NO FO knew that “ay 

had been in KO and Baton Rouge. There is absolutely no Haton Rouge investigation{ reflected 

except with official agencies, even after the NO FO kmew Ray had mailed the safe deposit 

box key back fror there. Here I know better because for years I've had the notes of another 

of FBI records he was able to exarine. I've followed some of the leads ir both NO and Baton 

Rouge. There are phone numbers and street addresses to which there are no references at 

all in what I've been given. Here I mean not only by NO Fog files. 
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The withho]ldingyhere is crude and pretty raw so I'll give you detail I presume you 
do not personally have. I do it in the expectation that if you have no knowledge you will 

look into it promptly and let us’ kmow. the results. 
There was a map of Sew Orleans. qt was marked up. I have examined that map. I’m not 

checking my own records. This is from recollection. There are 10 or more places marked in 

various ways, includin; several in and around the French Quarter and in the dock and 
warehouse area where supposedly there was some sort of investigation not related to the map. 

The Fol d&sted the map for prints. No report on it as well as none of any investiga- 
tion of the pl ces marked. I've beex to and photographed all of ther save one, the grave- 

yard area out on Canal Atreet. Tt was too dark by the time I got there. 
One street address was an ideal spot for a rendezvous. I obtained ita history and did 

pome tracing that adds considerable relevance. “his relevance relates directly to another 

withholding I'm not going to specify but can and will if necessary, in courte ft isa 
withholding I'we referred to several tines in the oast without response. , 

Another was # bar and the FI had reports of Rays in bars as well as what Huie pub- 
lished from him about a meeting in a bar. Probably more than one bar but I have a rery 
clear recall of one in particular, one less likely to be under observation than some of 

the rougher and tougher places. 

Jim has personal kmowledge of some of the foregoing and of more that is relevant. 
He was aware of the reasone for my investigatiny when I did it and of £{Xé¢ the results 
when I returned from NO. He has personal kmowledge of what for now I'll designate only 
as follow-up after then. 

This is all very real. Also real is an area of acute FHI embarrassment potential. 

}) Instead of airing thie in court I'd prefer that there merely be honest and full 

compliance. You've heard of good faith and due diligence. How can you explain the total 

withholding of gny investigation relating to thet map and the locations makred on it? 
Even of/the prints lifted from Ray's map. 

Back on those with whom he might have met: the FHI surely kmew what I did, of the 

Peres-NSRP connection and of the family's importance in the funding of George Wallace. 

There is this tm big deal of Ray getting the Stein crowd to dign Wallace California 

petitions and of Stoner from the time the NSRP offered to defend tay and nobody in the 

FEI, especially not in New Orleans, looked for any possible connection? Not with all the 

supposed waterfront, barge and similar maritime investigations and the family's connections 

with them? I recall in particular with the pilots' association. 
_ I have information that in fact the FBI did have *erez suspicions. My source was an 

FHI agent at the time and saw such a record, he says. 

Serial 158 indicates leads were numbered. There is no lead file provided. This Serial 

bears the notation, "dR lead 8." 

I forgot to note the Serial of the report on an investigation of one Jiany Simon 

Yumphrey (right) at the Jax Brewing Co. There is no provided record indictdfing the reason 

for any interest in Mumphrey. Aside from this * know that area. “t is the area in which 
Ray for real was placed repeatedly and within a few blocks of many reportings of Ray's 

presence. It is the area in which Stein reported indepehdently that Ray had Been in a 

bar and observed him as he walked past and told-him later, an area in which “ule wrote 

that Ray told him he'd had a conspiratorial meeting. ” 

Because you ani Ralph may not mow the area I'll add the kind of detail that while it 

may not have led to any investigation is provocative. Here you have Ray suppésedly a 

stranger in NO, and some wonder about how he found eome places indicated in the records 

provided, staying on Cdéortres Street where it goes one way away from Canal and is at the 

intersection with another one-wey street that goes toward the waterfront and the French 

Market, which is mentioned in the Stein reporta. I dead-ends in Decatur and the upper end 

of the French market. Ray was pleced on Canal Street repeatedly. The map referred to above 

holde a number of marks on the other side of Canal Street. In driving or walking there 

Ray would pess the Jax building, a prominent building in that area, on Decatur. 
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I'm not saying I kmow what the FEI did in MO. I am sayin: that there was a basis for 

investigation in this entire area and that it knew Ray would be driving past the Jax 

building going to where it mew he went. The correlation with the withheld reason for 

interest in Mumphrey is not the kind of thing I'd expect the FHL to overlook. Especially 

not because of its close proximity to the Court of the Two Sisters and the apartment of 

the supposedly investigated Scott Nordal. They are onky a couple of baocksaway from 'the 

River at that point and in the same block ,way from Canal Street. The street lineup is 

Decatur, at the River; Ckartres then Royal, with the Yourt and Nordal on Royal. 
Jimmy Simon Mumphrey is not one of the few in the relevant phone book. 

After this in sequential appearance there is the 8 a.m. reporting of the mailing of 

the box key from Baton Rouge, bg the Birmingham SAC himself. Serial 263 is more on thise 

But no response? I have nane. Ne investigation? No directive to the BR RA? 

In between S& Edward J. Carney, Jr., was assigned to identify engineering and 

construction companies in the Industrial Canal and Chef Menteur arease (Actually the 

FHI's information included Chalmette and the frddst¢i47 Jackson Barracks area, which is 

not the same as also not far away. As I. told you they indlude the residence of Raul 

Esquivel Il, The FEI did not use the phone book on this but did on other things?) 

Assume as I do not that he did nothing but argue back, rcfusing to investigate. What 

about the International rade Mart new building, also where Ray was supposed to have gone 

for a meeting mt and at the foot of Canal Steeet, where he was reported by e and others — 

to have been? It did hold these kinds of companies. i452 is a list of its tenants, up 

dated from the printed list. But po report of any kind? Not especially when everyone had 

thes hots over what Lomax was writing? I don ¢ believe it. 

Serials 432 gnd 4465 refer to the fence Rey is supposed to have mentioned, "Coin", and 

the tentative identification of him as one Dan Cohan. It all dropzed dead there? 

There is the flap over th: NcFerren story relating to the Mibertos. There is the 

request froz Mexphis to lock into identified relatives, other Libertos. Serial 357, 4/22/68. 

Where are the results of such an investigation, including establishing or eliminating 

gangland coanections? I have Sartor's not-s and part of af manuscript, as I told yous So 

I have some indication of the investivetoryfand public-relations need. 
Coincidirg with this gap is the prior withholding of that meager part of his stuff 

that Sertor published in Tine magazine = continued withholding after I told you. 

Serial 533 refere to information in summary form, 7+ holds what is not included in 

the reports it supposedly summarizes or those reports remain withheld, This relates to 

the Steins and those associated with them. 

Serial 700, duplicated by 751, says that Hey mey have been in New “rieans 3/21/68 but 

I have no reports of any investigation of this or what he could have been doing there then. 

Relating to Cecil Skilstone and his group who supported Garrison's "investigation" 

there ie a claim to 7(C) in Serial 886. I believe it is not a legitimate withholding, is 

not for any alleged privacy protection for Shilstone. I ask you to check this, especially 

in the light of what the AC said about Slaims to privacy/: in the May statement of policy. 

The attachment to Serial 1027 1a not attached. Sr provided anyweheres 

I'm not taking the time to be exhaustive. My prupose is to give you reason to believe 

that there has been neither due diligence nor good faith in compliance fron these files. 

And, of course, there is the absence of any reference to me in them, or to the work I was 

doing or to those "“tremp" pictures I've mentioned before, with all the misuse Garrison 

made of them. I have not receive? a single NO FO record in response to my Patf request of 

two years ago. At the least there is the report I made of the threat against Carrison in 

them, I have rcason to believe there ia more. There is some King/Ray overlapping. There 

is the largest collection yet of forms indicating contact-with informants but not one of 

any of then kiowing me or being asked about me? I do mean to suggest that there is reason 

to believe there should be such records. 
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dirmingham FO files 10/29/TT 

Again there are large voids in the worksheets, totally unexplained. These make several 

“HQ" notations in the worksheets confusing. 

There is no reflection of any real investigation at the rooming heuse er at and’ 

about Aerpmarine. Taken in time sequence, the files do not reflect that Ray had been 

traced to 2608 Highland by the date of the check of the pay phone there. The one dero- 

narine record to this point is not connected with the crime. [t is an unsuccessful tracing 

of two customers disclosed by purchase records to have been there about the same time. 

Sven what was used in the extradition is missing. There are a couple of witness state- 

nents in the later files but they are limited to a picture identification of Gelt. These 

are Very short statementsthat eliminate what these people said, that Galt knew nothing 

about rifles. I pertion this because all of the foregoing is persuasive that there hag 

not been compliance from Birmingham files. I do not believe that what one would expect 

to have been there that is relevant could gl] have been in HQ. 

There are several references to a Desoto Motel, first inSerial 877. It is at 1903 

Sth Ave., Narth, in Birmingham. The one that should have been reflected in Memphis files 

is the De Soto motel, just below Whitehaven, just over the Mississippi line, inaide 

Mississipm. 

There is no reflection of the investigation of the "Fite lwad in the Hardin 

investigation. No hardin investigation I saw. 

There is no reflection of any investigation of the bank's record of the return of 

the safe deposit box key several days before Ray is supposed to have been in Louisiana, 

when it was mailed from Saton Rouge. The banx's record 4018) dates it at December 13, 1967 

Tis is parelleled by the total absence of any “ew Orleans files even directing an 

investigation of this, especially in Paton Rougte 

There are several references to a press released dictated by phone by Supervisor 

Bill Gunn. t is said to be attached (Serial 899) but it is not. Nor at 400@ 1001. 

Several New Orleans records not supplied by that FO search are here. Among the 

points at which there are references to what is not supplied is Volume 12. If they are 

unreferenced to other points there is no way of kmowing it. Telephone leads are an example. 

There is virtually no reflection of a Cherpes 4nvestigation. This is consistent with 

bis not being planned for use as a witness. But no record showing why. 

The name of Mrs. Almena Lomax, withheld under spurious cleim to privacy in the La 

files, is not withheld here. , 

The LHM "captioned Arthur JACKSON HANSS; ARTHUR JACKSON HANES,JR.*" is not attached to 

Serial 1980, 6/19/68, nor it is included elsewhere. There is no Claim that it is in the 

HQ files. 

In the series beginning with 2229m the name of a non-secret informer is withheld. I 

have raised this before, from other FO files. . 

Pictures referred to as attached are withheld without explanation. This extends to 

ell the Ray; to Walter Rife and to others whose pictures have been published. 

If any lab reports were sent to Birminghar I do not. recall seeing any here. 
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For Lynne Zaman ani Ml) Scheffer eo Friday 01/19/77 
7m sekec me acnin lest night Bf I would go ever my motes and prepare a List of 

Bec-compiianoes in socore with Bill's sffer ef W/11/77. I have thought ef 1¢ ciaae, 
7 Salé Ki T woul! under a fev conditions, First that I Asve sume assarance you oan exe 
OSS het She FHI'e stonemlling 1s ended. Kext that I can do it at home becsnse of tas 
Probloms anc tire-saste of travelling, Then that I do it an tape, with you t> provide 
tranecripts sf the toper, 

laot wesk 2 handed Reto Mary « Long mame to Jats Hartingt. Walle because of ay 
limitations, incindin, of tine, this hat to be eff the tep of th: heaé ang unosrrected, 
I have heart not a wort «ince. ft is specific enough and it ed‘resses compliance. Jim 

oem eat thew ht erin 

ar exaaple of what Y could do with ths records I have received 
af 4 bad or were willicg to indetge alterio> purposes. Thi: means the potential fer embare ; 
Fasshent to tie FE an‘ what it Continuse to withhold not ¢0 infors those without ay 
factual knowl: 2 gs. yiks reporters. 

Rooert Limard Cheabless is ourrently oc trial ie Alabens for the bonklar ef a black 
soeroh in which four bleak girly were Ki llec, The PED acver placed charges against hin er 
uiyone else on this atrecity. 1t had st leest onc publiclpxnown isfermant, {dantified 
gy Mis Consrescions) tewtisony and testified to in the current trial. Hone of this is 
fH the records providsd although Chambless is es 2 Feaseoabls suspect. 

The borbing of that ekircA is in a tape given te the PX by "Lent authorities, I bave 
OF Pears hac aa ignored Feqcest for a dub of thet tare. I have pablinhe a transcript ef 
oot of £t, ta Pramo—Up, Tne nares of those iavelveé fin th: tape and the taping, vid ch z 
leo published years ago, remain withheld in th ecanty ard inoocplet+ records prieBlal, 
tte quite a long tine since I wrote the YB apectfyin: that ali of this {s polio domain. 
it 1% continuse to withhold and has Bate Ro response, erittan er Perdal, to the and most 

“ what elee J     r = ” Peer Tae es eS Mgr ct ‘ ‘ Yor tes 

: e , , i yt 5 x a yh eae : ty Cay ta " both eg oe, 
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de Framiic ann pore thet ait years ago 1 published in fadsimils several of a garias 

ef FE poperta. 3 ovtaine: thes at th -atioual irchives, frou the Warren Comissiga azekive, 

One page of that series was witabelc. “eng efter it wes available at the Betione2 Apekives 

the PE eomplied with tnat Als request, c@siirming whet I published, that the page ues 

withbeld foutaide tne Act and only to avolé ealarrapsacet to the FE., Deis is the only ane 

ef the FEI 's responses a:noe 1 testizied to ites moD—Complignos ia ebout two dogan ether 
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Gases uber I testifiodic this ease a year ago this pest Septeuber, 

73
 ¥ 

Fhe Miaai informant wee the late willie Soaersett. 4e also was an PM informant, 

Phe man be taped is tne late Joseph sdems Milteer, who Ladd out an account af the ehoon 

benbing, with names, anc who described in savance how beth ‘resident hensedy enc Br. Ming 
B09 Nd aeitonees 

weulc be killed. 

f
o
s
 

(Zow if the FH read the published book: and used the indexes, including that te 

Prue. it knew the se withbnldings were improper aadd that it was Witnhel ding what is . . 
~~ be 

podlic knowledge. ) 

wot enrelate. is a exriee of other withbolaings about whieh 1 have writtem the TR 

ee,
 

es
 without response ef any Kind, Here again there has bean FEL embarrassment and it bus the 

Wiaihle purpose of withholding because of esbarrasse nt. Jack Heloca sf the Lesf angeles 

Rises wrote extensively eevaral years age about its involvement in what be called the 

    getting up of a right-wing extremist in an attempted bonting in Kefidan, Ries. is wiktlea 

Tethy Ainsworth ws killed intead of the intended victim, a Jowiah industrialist. Her 

éaptured and eouvicted accowuplice is Albert Torrents. Me vas associated with an older 

extremist pane. Barnes. These and othar relevant names are withheld in the entirely 

inddequate refloction of thess suspects in what hes been provided. Buch more appeared is 

the newspaper stories of the time than the Pal has provided. fhe elaiz to privcay is 
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apurioas. “et the Fl persists in noo-colapliunce long ufter I took tine to spell all ef 

BS 

thie eut in writing. 
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     z have not eid anytidny about Chaabless to it although At continues to withhold what 
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There are dosene if not hantreds ef such onze about akich I have written the FRI, 

“MHLTh ban nemcined mneepeasives Youre T eeaplaine! eth ejection xheot Ge mtenes Of 

[AZ amt To ent ts Fete Lartingh at any We staal! ot be wing 12° only to tamediotety 
,@lain it mach more eften insteat af 7 @ ani &.fix latter exemption: are used inter<hmg- 

| bly whec neither is justifies. 

: T have euilo’ countless cues to t ¢ Fil's attention, Aot only have I ket mo resjouse, 

'4e al: these mom then 44,000 pyugsa I oannot recall a single replacement. 

(When I covpliine! thet the verksheets were deaigned fer illegiMlity ant sffered the 

PSI = desig. that woold eliminate this fnoompehenmi bility 4t aoceptec and ased the doal ge 

jenly 'to eliminate informstion, the names ef the enalysts. “his thereafter preelaed ay 

ideatifying for it the anajyst whose attitods gtaranteed nos—~cocplianse. ) | 

Bow when the 7 has been stonewalling, has bean clese to totally non-responsive : 

efter I hove given it so many spoeifics ef non—cosplisnes beth in intiviéeal anses and ! 

t 

| 
@s gnnerel principles, I mov need sone meaningful eseurance that any more tine I waste | 

in £Yf an effort to odteia compliance Le going to be productive. Its record, whbeh I cenmet |   ignore, is that it will wmpcer mo circumstances oosply voluctarily. As I pee it, 4f it 

'§utemded to comply it woul: have responded te all 1 have written about noo-complisncss 

‘$¢ would have mate at least a gesture ef soce sort subsequent to our Giecuasions ef these 

matters a week ago. 

\ 

2 it nov replaces any ef therany taproperly withheld pages I sow cannot replace then 

| 
{ 
} 

oo | 
I say vaste becanse I heve hai to angume thedurten ef proef. : 

im my flles. It is a prysical {eposaibility for me. As well as the waste of sore tim. | 

Decause these were deliberate non—comp){ ances. | 
‘ | 

¥hen Jia undertook to make my actual physical an‘ medical condition know to | 

the Departaent it was pet with an indooancy in a Gin Bhoe affidavit, for hich there bes pot 

been a retraction or apdiogy aftor Bore than a year. The actuality is that for more than | 
| 

two yeere both legs anc thighs have clotted veins, with the return circulation ef the velas 

a Ie NR Nn Mab Rhian Ds | 
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engine is mot certain, I have been tald it is poseible. Txis is ubat “fs was talxing about 

-Last week when be aaid I do not have tim. ® 

44 more then ay age inflasnces bev 4 now opt to spoai my time. Perhaps it eam alae 

aly you wxterstand why I as emdilling vithout meeningful ascurnnces te undsrtabe what I 

ve Enea te believe eit result £8 Sure weston wt Kine. 

I have wasted whet fer me mow is am emornous smount of time in <hst has beam a futile 

atlext to obtain complimos. Cass da not Lined te the FEL, When. I weets other seaponents 

wy letters were alnost always entirely ignored. I recall ene noo-response signed ly Gain 

Gee ent bis also moo-respousive request ef Jia that I act write aizyons, that titis aided 

“darden be iaposed om Jin, who-I have not beaa able to pay. 

| Jin does aot have my subject Eno«lodge, ertensive as bis is. It fe not o reflection 

“ef qool faith ty oontinae te Lynore ay apwatfioations of noo-ooapliance and the intent 

‘mat to qoaply or te te protest that enly eounsel shemld provide specificetion of nam- 

‘qenplisnce, I regard this os a totally mmoceengry Laposl tion ajon his. Zt bas been the 

-Uigherslevel dodge wy which my speéifications have been ignored, leading to the preset 

- @ituation for you ent for Jim ani ma 

_Deopive all the time I have takam to spell all of this eat, to this day I have aot 

ed eng request for aid fron the appeals er revieving authority. This has made a rubber 

4 Wtomy Of appeal ani review. 

; Bore the indexes we were told we'being ased ani in fact were aot used provide am 

exsaple. Cheok the index to %z-Ty under Miltear ant you'll ese the point ent thet 

“fie tntexas are nsoful. Ruch nore fe in a Lixttod eiition, all about Berres, Ainesorth 

ot all, And Somarsett, But aot a2 pach as I oan now testify te. 

Tris leads te motive I oan attribute te the improper withholdings. ds I beve told you 

_ wy interest is is ooepliarce, mot in debating points. So let me give you explanations 

- ether Dish cgntern over the copyright aapest of what foe involved ia the withboldine ef 

what fs elaimod to be axsapt beceaer of copyright. 2 ee 
  

     rey pie ‘ 
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\ @elled muréer rifle wae met ermeeny erent for Se Atsteneey Ix eoabination with the 

ornsoee fer (te rifie aod the ammunition a4 tha mansfectainrs tastrastions ith the 

rifle the Blgrt eould net be depeniod upon, in the coniition ta shich the evidense mmenad 
the FEI Lad, becenes it hat mot even been ecreved ante the rifle firmly enough to be 
adjusted to the aye. Tae specifications on the armmition and the fllastrations after 
firing and impact {mdicate thet a useful speciuen is left. The lad slaims there verse 

dusufficient marks. (Withoct rebuttal 1 have Rroduced a qualified expert witness who 

testified to the contrary after examining the f2tal reamant ef bullet.) The lad records 
T have received do not reflect any test firings ar evan the testing af the rifle te 

Atermine 1f 1t hat bean fired at all, Yet the wrong rifle, the one the lad oartified 
coals mot be fired without renmovel ef a deposit of cosmoline, @14 have its barrel swabded 

by the Lab to detercine 1f 4 had been fired. 

fhe present dbeaie prodlea is not that sy subject knovledge fs required for eamplianes. 
Zf 1 belisved for a minute that this were the actuality I’d have grabded at Mill's effer 

te Mire ne as 2 consultant. J have no question at all of his good faith ia making the 
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offer. Ry qoestion is can it mean anything when J have this very long reesni of FRI 

otonemiling in ff the face of uy havin- almeedy dons it 90 many tines, as the beginntag 

ef this memo illustrates, . 

4a long ea I can hear the wild elephants trampling ia the forest end gee ao esrral 

being constructed to confine them I pee no paimt in spending any more time this way. I 

have oyl4 the FHL this often enough only to relent ant giv it more {linstretions, Qaly 
to have then ignored, too. (I aid this with other components more than a year age.) 

4s it 1s 5 work a long dey still without beta able to keop up with ay om work, £ 

work whan I travel, evea when as I shortly will do, vhen I have ay weekly blood-tect. I 
Bren this literally, I work while I walt to be called ant thea wile the blood is takes ond 
thea for the tins required to be cure I'm not hescrreghing because of the bigh let) ef 

anticoagulunt. I work when I ase the axarcyole, as required when the veather fe bed. 
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CONFERENCE 11/18/77 - talking papef 

PEI noncompliance by pretense and subterfuge - and plain stonewalling. 

A. First meeting I specified what was being withheld from first records provided, 

asked that they be replaced, and to this day they have not been. Ag a generality west 

this remains true, I have continued to specify the improper withholding and the 

PEI ignores it. If in all these more than 44,009 pages there has been any 
replacement after I have specified improper withholdings, I do mot recall it 

and it would have to be minor. 

1. In early October, when I obtained a list of the MFO records supposedly provided, 
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I discovered some sections had not been. I wrote without acknowledgment. I Be 

took this up with Ralph Harp last Friday. He said they would replace these Bey 

sections. Only xeroxing was required. I have not received thez. Be 

2. Another example is I was to have had the reprocessed index cards in time to go Ex 
e385 over them before today’s meeting. It didn't happen. And I have had mo 

message about them sincd that meeting. 

B. To perpetua te these kinds of dalse pretenses and subterfuges, the FBI pretends 

there are no indexes. Whether or not there are in FBIHQ, there are in the FOs. 

First it pretended there are no indexes of any kind, including the FOs, then it 

fell silent when I proved from FO records that the FOs do indeed have indexes. 

As! recently as the 11/11/77 meeting the FBI pretended there are no indexes. 

C. It has pretended and continues to pretend that the requests are limited to FBIEQ 

and that com _pliance is possible from FBIHQ. We have stated all along that the 

Yequests are not addressed to FBIHQ alone, that compliance is knowingly impossible 

from it alone, that most of the relevant records are in the warious FOs, and then 

we proved it with the testimony of the FBI's own witness, SA Howard, in 9/76. 

The proportion of records, HQ ws. field, is about 3,500 to more than 200,000 froa 

the statement of AG Levi. Whan I have specified the FOs with relevant records, 

there {s no search of ther. Examples: 

1. On crime scene pictures, WYC on Louw/Life pictures; St. Louis and Baltimore 

on those of Josephine Colfield 

2. Other suspects, two examples: with "Bill Harris,” WFO and Alexandria, with 

J. C. HARdin, Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans and Memp}g$, at least 

3. 3. Surveillances - all specified to FBI after claim of nothing in any records: 

a@. pretense waans by FBI only 

b. pretense all is in log in FBIAQ 

The log shows those approved only. The FBI has been enggging in electronic 

surveillance since supposed controls were imposed and not asking for permission 

until surveillance was productive. « 

There is also the period prior to these supposed controls, when I believe it 

was not required to have such records. 

The FBI has been the beneficiary of tapping and bugging by others, including   
i local police. (An example on which withholding continues since I specified 

the nazes is the Milteer/Somersett story. This was done by the Miami polica/ ee 

prosecutor, arranged by Somersett, who was their and the FBI's informer. The ee 

results ware given to the FBI. It did not even give them to the Warren Commission Be 

although this incident was one of the causes of the cancellation of the Miami f. 

motorcade just prior to the JFK assassination. Not only does this withholding ray 

continue, compliance with such items requires search of the relevant FO files, 

which has not been done. In this case at the least those fovolved are in Georgia, 

Florida, Tennessee and Washington. 
re a cteteictase lal ae PET aN ree “=e ey, 
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$ - eontinuec. It has picked me up in surveillance of others. I have specific knowledge of it from the government. It has had coverage of phones I have ased. 
There was such surveillance of dames Earl Ray and Percy Foreman, at the least, aud 
mot only impMemphis. Piles I have received show the FBI vas given resulta. 

A direct tap en ay phone was unwittingly disclosed by a dead short, after the 
filing of administrative appeals in this case and cotnciding with other FOIA eases. 
Tapper unidentified. 

James Zarl Ray wes also wder overt electronic surveillance designed by the Bureau 
of prisons. 

4. The tramp" piceare/Mexico City sketch: The FBI has not searched the Baltimore 
field office to a residancy of which I gave the pictures in 1968. Pictures still 
mot returnec to me. T have specified other FOs Bhat have to be searched to eouply 
with this Item. No response after many months. ,Nor after I cited relevant records 
by Serial Number indicating existence of other records. 

S.- CTIA. By inadvertence the FBI has disclosed PO files not searched. (I baliave it 
also has CTIA files from other agencies and that other components ef DJ also hsve 
GTLA files.) 

6. Headquarters directs interviews, investigations but no results from POs, as with 
New Orleans, Raul Esquivel, a contraftor or industrialist, and the "Industrial 

, Canal area." This also involves incomplete 8.0. compliance on Recile and Roussel, 
“who became suspects after Louis Lomax stories appeared. This also involves 
withholdings of the public domain, from my book to the phone book. It eontin 
‘monthe after I called it to the FBI's attention, with copies of ay wiriting and ef 
the phone book. 

At the beginning I also wrote to illustrate improper withholdings wirtually by return 
mail. Thus in each case identification with the specific Volumes or Sections was 
specific, virtually eutomatic. Finally, in June I was promised that some of these 
would be reprocessed on the eompletion of the processing of the FBIHQ files. This was 
mot done. Then I was told the absence of Serial numbers made identification impossible. 
I was not told this all along; it was a means of attempted explanation of doing rmothing 
about the specific {llustrations I continued to provide. Then, when I was told Serials 
are necessary, I provided Serials only to have an absolute and unexplained stonewalling 
follow. (Earlier I had protided some Serials, but that made no difference.) 

I made copies of records and used them at two meetings in June, so there was noguestion 
of proper identification by the FBI. It nonetheless has done nothing about those 
illustrations, either. 

I have protided many illdstrations of the unjustified withholding of pictures under 
privacy claims. This claim was made even for pictures of the Rays. There since has 
mot been compliance. It includes other suspects. 
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* 5m Exh 1B/T 29 

seno for John Sartingh et al for 11/11/77 meeting Harold Weisberg 11/10/77 

Last night I finished reviewing a selection of the field office files I had laid 

aside for special purposes. I will give you some of the questions relating to compliance 
[I note2 in thcm while reviewing them for other purposes. 

I think, hwoever, that tiere is mucn of thepast that is relevent and that while you 
nay went me to Yorget it because you heve ignored it I arc not prepared to forget it. I 

will not have tine to organize and reorganize these. They will be off the top of the head 

Aside fror. the large number of missing attachments in your processing of the FHIEQ 
files you noted quite a large number of records that wer. withheld because they were 

referred to others. These other: renged froz the Department to State to Cla. If I have 
received a single one of these I do not recall it. These go back for months, to the very 

vegirning of the processing more than a year agve 

You have told me verbally thet you have hee no response. I do not believe this is any 

aore than stonewelling. I believ- those records are reouired for compliance. They are still 
withheld, whic to ue means no compliance. I suggested a call or other effort with those 

you say have not responde.. I think they would prefer that to e word from the judge. You 

have given me nothing showing any ef:ort to obtain response from those people. Moreover, 

with the determination th:t this is an historical case and the new directive from the AG 

now a half-year olé there appear: to be virtually no exemption that can be claimed for 

those recorcs. - (TT tenses, 

This is true of other police agencies. In June I offered you a compromise, write e 

letter to tne -cunties ani hav: them state in writing that the records relating to the 

Ray investigatior. are required to be withheld for real police needs and I would accept 

their response. *ou have not given me a copy of any such letter and I an certainf of the 

reeson = there is nothing in txose records thet need be withheld if, indeed, there is 

basis for it with all thet the F3l has leaked and all that was represented to the Tenn. 

courts over a period of years. The seme goes for Englend and Portugal. For all you have 

withheld all names when all are phblic and were they not in my view did not qualify for 

withholding. The more ridiculou: oru those subpoensec as witnesses and those who bald 

press conferences, where you even withheld the names of those who held these press 

conferences. Add isexico, for it apolies there. Plus the fact that the L& field office 

files disclose I'uerte Villarta investigation: eri reports that should exist and are not 

provided, like the 4/10/68 report that a gucst therc hee kKillec King. I can't imagine 

an Agent reviewin= those kinds of reports without recognizing that something had to follow 

the initial report to the us field office. (That was so early in the investigation the 

lanndry carks hed just been identified an< the LA angle with them.) Include the seme with 

regard to ‘exphis police, e question I heve raisei withouz response end the withholding 

of those non-secret names. All these aspects relate to coxzpliance and good faith. 

The question of crine-scene pictures remains unresolved. J have not had time to check 

my notes on this. The notes ere too voluminous. But 1 have located the note to myself if 

I dié not also write you about the fact thet th: descriptions of these pictures and the 

nucber of tner do rot match what you have provided. There can be no corfushon with the 

pictues the MFO took in “ovember b-cause all of these were prior to tie taking of the 

hovember pictures. That some were metical pictures neither complicates it nor resolves 

the problem. The descriptions ani the pictures provides ere not identicial, in fact or 

in number. 

In writing you earlier on tne item cf surveillance I believe I may have forgotten to 

give you specifics I think I really do not have to give you on James Earl Ray. Where'you 

originelly withheld with verry hay you have not since provided whst you withheld. The indi- 

cations are of a black bag job on the Peppers. I raised this question without any response. 

Rey was the subject of such surveillance beginning in London. I have the records that 

reflect it. Tris wa: continued in Kecphis where ggzin I have the records reflecting it. This 

is how the aner.ff learned that Rey was about to withdrew from his agreement to cop a plese yu 
A 
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3 ghe sheriff intercerted al} his mail, including with counsel. He gave all to the FH. 

t+ e also gave all to the prosecutor. Jin an: 1 obtained a copy of the written directives 

% On this and put it in the recorc cr the evidentiary h.aring. (This is the one I had 

4 indexed for Yin in 1975, the index the FsJ declined to accept for assistance in pro= | 

j cessin: th se records at iscue.) Your owr. pecorés reflect thet on occasion the Fal 

*, weceive? copies even before the prosecutor did. I cen give you details without enc that 

f you do not really need. The interceptions were under Captein Smith, the man responsible 

for the copying was Administrativ. Da Lloyd Rhodes, some went to G&D Canele personally 

3 and others to one your >-cords note is a graduate of the FOr acader;, Hutchison. You have 

‘“£ not provided she copie. of tne intercepte. letters perticularly with counsel. This, too, 

« began ir Ensland. To the best of & ry imowledze the interception of my correspondence with 

Ray never stosped. Se never receive? ny first letter. While I ac not about to identify 

any of my officiel sources om the chance some were not Zicked up on surveillance you 

should knox that they are good and accurate ones froz the confirmation of even the specific 

details I ceve Tor Wiseman et our first teeting, the on: that lec to contacting the EFO. 

I suess I can tell you because of the runber of thet that ry sources ranged from those 

who were Rey's jailors, tnose in the same cell with hir, to fairly high police officials 

, and to the prosecution. Not every hexphis official was in agreement witi. the vcractises. 

Moreover, while the recoris i've received do not reflect it, the local agents spent much 

tire with the press. From Jensen down. You are still withholding McFerrea information 

Jensen personally gave reverters I know. This is but ome exerple. There are manye 
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Relatively recently therc wes 2 Yack “nderson column relating to one described as 

an P2I informer by ti:c nome of Manfred Baror.. 4t says he was in the Ray cell during the 

evidentiary hearing. This wes October q 1974. I believe I know “hanfred Baron” as 

"Fat Kan Williams." I also was in tat cell block at that time. On several occasions Jim 

was with me. If I believe it is passins strange that «itn all the alleged concern for 

Ray's security he and a man of Baron/Williams' reputation were in the same cell I think 

tit ds no les strenge that you have not providei a single record on this. I know something 

*  gsbout this man's career, enough details not limited to a description that is close to 

unique. Gging alone with this while there are records indicating some coverage of the 

evidentiar; hearing, even repeated checxing siwth the clerks of court, there is no record 

of the challenge to the FlI's evidence, even with the existence of records in what 2 have 

showin: the HQ interest in it. An example is tne lab wor: and Frazier in particular. 
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3 The records I have reflect the release to others of records not provided to me. 

» Therc was & deel worked out with “ing people to let them have sore, for which in some 

-} cases releases were obtained. I havez mentioned this before. I have had no response. 

The lack of response extends to the specifics I pave you, as I recall in some cases 

with copies of records, at our % ure meetings. That was a long time ago. 

I mentioned that the k.0. field office has relevant records on me in what I waote 

you more recer.tly. I believe 1 also told you that this hes to include the matter of the 

“exico aketch and tiie so-called "tramp" picture from ealey Plaza. I've just thought of 

sonething else: It should include what relates to a coaple of my more dubious sources 

who were fixed up for sone very dubious work with a well-known FBI/DJ informer in Baton 

Rouge. They were in touch with me from “ston Rouge while this was going on. They were 

fixed up be a well-known DJ personality of the period. I met him several times during that 

“T  perfod, once by accident. His name has eight letters. Your informer's is six, the famous 

i ease is five. On this there are other related withholdings I've specified without response. 

There should be relevant memphis records I've also not been given. In fact therex is a 

total void on tnis from heaphis. In Memphis it should be in more than one set of recordse 

With the foregoing I've varying degrees of proof. If i can now find it these extend 

to tape-recorded fink interviews. One once spent until 5 asm. talking into my tape recorder, 

: turning it off only once that I can recall. This one also wos a BNDD informer. Where I have 

‘i less proof but am fairly confident that if I have to I can provide enough includes other 

| _items like the late Judge Battle. I have difficulty believing that the FBI has no records 
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relating to his untimely death, particularly because it was initially feared to be a 

homicide. I've interviewed those who were involved when it was believed to be a homicide. 

Jin was with me when 1 interviewed one, in his own office, using even his tape reco rder, 

which was better than mince. It is not easy to believe that with all that hung on that 

mysterious death, and by this I mean what hung for the FHI, it had no records on this 

and all those records about the woman who bore the insignificant Charles Cabbage a bastard. | 

In addition, Judge Battle had a practise of giving the FHI letters he received. I recall | 

getting only one, one a citizen asked hir to forward to Ray's defense counsel. The good 

judge of aainted civil rights memory apparenty believed the FEI was Ray's defense. 

You keep telling me that there are ho higher-level files to search but there are some 

that did exist even if you claim there are ogly the central files, the others being 

destroyed regularly. An example is the Director's files. How many cabinets of Hoover's 

were there? Thirty sone? Nothing on Sing or any aspect of this request or the formulation 

of it by tne D partment? 

I hope we don t get into the kind of situation reflected in the Hitt affidavit. 

Washington wanted &n affidavit attesting to nothing out of the way relating to Ray’s rights 

and illegal seizures of evidence and SAC Hitt provided it from Atlanta. But the agent who 

did the black-bag job is Burgess, who repprted on ifs successes to Hitt and to the Bureau. 

fhe obit in this morning's Post reminds me of the virtually total anonymity for the 

late William Sullivan in the more than 440,000 pages I've gone over. He also had no files? 

He made not a single note that was preserved? Bothin: at all with regard to the really , 

intensive political operations against King? And didn t Be go to Memphis immediately to 

take charge? Would you believe it if I told you something like that? 

While going over the records yesterday and last night I made e few notes relating 

to compliance, really non-compliance. I do not attempt to correzate them. I also put 

aside a fe. copies I can show you to illustrate the points in some and other instances. 

At our meeting after the 11/2 calendar call I tole you and Charles that I have been 

given no record of any investigation of the mailing of the Birmirghem bank's dafe deposit 

key fron Bator Rouge. It was called to the attention of the N.O.FO. in its 157-10673=263. 

There is a real problem with this that the FBI would never have ifgored: the date given 

predates Ray's departure from Los Angelcs on that trip. It is 12/13/67. 

WFO 44-7034? is incomplete as provided. Whether or not there were more pages this is 

oné of those copied crookedly, eliminatin, the Serial. , 

Pictures: if my recoliection of the Hy files on others is incorrect among the FO files 

thet may hold further references are Subs A and De 

There renain the withheld poli¢ical pictures for which there is the privacy claim I 

pelieve is frivolous in general and ridiculous in specifics where you have provided such 

pictures as xeroxed fror the published. (Didn't you copy the copyrighted in that?) You have 

Also withheld the names of those who took the pictures, even where they are known to those 

in the pictures, more because in some cases they asked permission to take the pictures. One 

of the photoc:aphfers is Ernest Withers. He was at the crize scene shortly after the shooting. 

He also took pictures of individuals who figure in the political files anc relating to 

the strikes, I noted one reference to hin to give you reason to believe he was not a total 

mystery to tie P@AKB ITO - 44-1907-318. I'm not certain of the Serial. it da unclear. I 

am pretty confident there is a separate file on him in Mezphise 

He and Louw are not the ocly bleck photographers at the crime scene at the time of the 

crime. (Nor ware there no white photographers. ) I recall no single mention of Josephine Col- 

field. I am not certai: of the spelling but it is clove. She was then with a St. Louis at 

black paper. She later movec to Baltimore, + understand. . a 
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This remind me, you have been silent about the question I raised, questions, really, 
Bout the withholding from the LA FO recoré predicting how I wes going to wreck the FHI. Tf 
believe that recore was not the only one, or I think two. The name of the source was 
withheld. Try the name Charach for ac:uracy. tou dont have to for size. Not only did you 
withhold this and continue to withhold it after the AG's statement of policy on prigacy- if . 

he is the one he was a very public figure then. He also would fit other parts of the requests. 

Like CTLA. 

Atlante Eeves report. I believe I've raisei thie before and offered you my copy of it. 
But you continue to withholé it afte> all the great attention to the content, much and 

often on coast-to-coast TV not limited to Dick “regory. According to Atlanta 44-2366-2495 
you personcl?; phoned about this 6/23/77. This also happend to be after the 5/5 AG policy 
ataterent. Serials 2332 and 2333 are relevant. 

You heve not responded to ny asking about the guy with the bum steer to the Los 

Angeles Tizes. While in the later recorés you stopred witholding th: name Lester Edward 

Feckett failing to replace the earlier ones introduces confuskon and uncertainty. When 

the source was the press I can t see where any exemption applied to begin with. 
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There are sone records relating to a suspect but no responses to me. The source vas 

David Gaines. Two citations are Wr0 44-703 (remember I tolc you thet although he lived 

in the, Alexandris territory it was also WFO - and you sai. there was no dlexandria then?) 

and Alexantria 44-149. The incident was neer here, at the Hawaiian motel near Brunswick, 

hd. That should be under our local residency anc in turn under Beltimore. Tje Gaineses 

were redortacte:. after he phoned me. Among the still-withheld records this is at least ones. 

I'd be surprised if there was no Faweiian checking. Most people would be shocked giver 

what "Hgr-s" seid = and pre-ezisting reason, still withheld, to look into it. In raising 

this with you earlier I asked you if the right name is Paisley. I would strongly encourage 

serious consideration of the alternatives with this one and what fits with it. I have done 

some work on it, including in Fouisiana. Jin is well cued in on it. I have records of Fal 

records that are relevant that you heve not provided. Given the interceptions and copying 

of Ray 8 mail to me what : told me is not secret. There is mucn than can be very embarrassing 

and to-more than tie Fal if all of this is aired in court. 

No respogse on Raul Esquivel. I wrote, we discussed this as late as last week and I 

find in 157-10673-1253, NO. record 1 do not recall froc HC files, that Supervisor Long 

phoned and said he wanted Esquivel interviewed. I recall no interview report. 

I told you about cy friend att Herron and those records not provided from Memphias 

I know froz him that he was in contact with the FO at the time. He is referred to by the 

name, bu coincidence, "Yerris" in one of several records that duplicate what he told the FO, 

but duplicate it only in part. A still withheld part - and I am not sayin. thia is the only 

one because it ian't- hes to do with what lark Lane has been misrepresenting and misusing, 

the yanking of Ed Eedditt ani the two black firemen. MFO did have a few earlier records 

on that without refer nce to what he reported. As you know by now I was completely accurate 

on this. He is a dependable source even if he is now navigating ships on ecological 

adventures. If the Fsl is still rcading newsppperse 

Two relevent records are among those I located in those I've gone ovee since we met. 

They are 44-1987-90 and probably 132, part of which is lost in xeroxing. It is the last 

sentence of 90 that ap-eers to refer to her-on as "Sarris.” 

On the 2d I called 3'ham 44-1740-411 to your attention with regard to the sketch from 

texico, which it reports, und the "tramp" picture and with your continuing failure to come 

up with the copies I 1.ft for the FbI with the local resident agent after phonine about it. 

I recall no cozy of Serial 411 fror Memphis, to which it was sent, and nothing further by 

wey of investigation. I do not recall receiving the copy of either of the "two photographs 

of CLAUDS CHESTER JicLAR WY, Jh., BAZKZ/STZXZXX taken at Mexico City International Airport 

on april &,1966." “nis is probably bzcause only six copies of each were sent two two field 

offices. I recall nothine fron Hy files on this. hemphis Sub B 56 is Beltimore's 44-669 of 
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most of those places. Then yhis amd records not previdedc to me were shown to Ray's first 
lewyer, forser S. Arthur Hanes. I have his notes, which refer to material not yet provided 
about this map and other evidence. Lixe phone numbers. The prosecution displayed these | 
materials to hic because udge Settle ordered it. | 

Birmingher 44-1740, with en uicleer nuzber that may refer to a Sub, has a Serial 142 

reporting my accese to records in 1970 because of C.A.718-70. I believe there is a similar 
Los Angelse story. However, tie norecompliance on this is fairly widespread, including the 
wWrO's feilure to provide the story Sill Kingarrargedz to be in the Washington Post. ! 

1448 froz there is a sigmed statement from “ohn Webste> Be Shezo. However, it is 
limite: to an ID of a picture, as are others obtaineé then. Eowever, their proffered 

testimony went much farthur. lieither such statements nor SA notes for FD302s covering 

this other e-idence have been provices, although there are rather detailed notes relating 
to a necetincs with an informer much later. sono efter the guilty plea. Sy point is that 
there heve to be other records. I az aware of sore of the content that is not congenial 

to the official explanation of the crine. 

Serial 89¢ relates that Hy phoned and dictated “the attached press release, which 

he (Supervisor 3ill Gunn) dictated to stenographers.ee" liot provided. Sf course I'm 

mildlg curious about the content when this was the procedure and it wes the day the Fal 

lodged charges of the conssiracy it stountly meintains never existed, 4/17/6686 Washing= 

ton's seeming modesty is also a bit provocative. 

Chicago's 44-1114— 404 or 464, which would eppear to have been sent to all Ms and 

was provide: by Chicago only, has content the basis of which was not provided by Chicago. 

t@ it' has been provided froz o her files I do not recell it. The words are “...photp- 

grephs taken by a women companion of the subject while he was in i.exico in the Fall of 1967.° 

I recall anc have the photo, from Blake ani Wiseman. (It makes it aprear that Jin y ages 
real fast in comparison »ith pictures of a few months later. Se claims it is not a picture 

of him, by the way.) 

I heve written you without response about seeming geps in the MFO files, of my belief 

that I wes not z:ent all you later listed, and of the existence of a sort of list I later 

found when 1 looked at what you eent after receiving your list. The “exphis record bears 

no identification. it is headed "THE FOLLOWING MATE. LLS WILL H halINTaticD LG. TH. POLLO 

IG FILES:" At the outset additions were typed on. Later they were added by hand. I also 

asked if this did not apply to the otner FOs and if it did why no such lists were not 

provided. Earlier froz Hy files I raised the same question ani made the same request based 

on a Chicago record. I was promised these but have not received them or any sssurance they 

do not exist. 

It is my recollection that the Chicago file list from Ey refers to files from which 

f 

é 

! 
I was not provided relevant records. 
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From the Los Angeles files there is the ultrafarout without of the name and other 

informatbon relating to the pudlisher of the Tuskegee Tribune." I'm sure I mentioned tha 

she is hrs, Almena Lomaz. The record in question is LA 44-1574-D178. . 

By the content of Serial 1900 there is relevant information not provided, the FBI's 

advence in*ormation about "a new book due to be released written by former F3I Agent 

WILLIW: TURNER which reletes to the King assassination. McGowan cbted chapter and page, 

which is pretty prescient for a book no~ yet released. Also relating to Turner and not to 

him alone the LA office is amonz those that should have files on the sketch and pioture 

it seems were sent to all Fos (without Hy files reflecting it unless my memory is flawed). 

I'm sure I told you morc, including his use of these pix in San Francisco and by publication. 

Serial 1962 on Lane refers to “bureau letter dated 4/21/76, entitled,"MEDIA RELATIONS, 

RESPONSE TO CRITICIS»: Of TH FBE CONCEuLG ACTIONS TaKEN AGAINST BaRTIN LUTHER KING, JR." 

I do not recall receivinz this. It also reminds me that you have neither provided nor 

responded about my asking repeatedly for what the FBI gave the Church committee and it 
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to the King assassination... Dallas’ 8/21/68 response to Baltimore, “emphis Subd E, number 

unclear, reflects no concern over the non-sequetur. However, it does supply ax an opinion 

froz the edutor of the Times-Herald # once would have thought would not have been lost 

upon the Fai, in HQ or..the various field offices,"thet the alleged newspaper artist&s 

sketch appeared to have been made by someone who was looking at the photo of tne unimowm 

lookalikeee.” I had the same notion wher, J phoned the Fal. 

This is one of the early itens in my requesta.. If you are going to claim that the 

FBI was not aware of what I told it even after a newspaper editor kmocke2 them on the head 

over it I will inists that it be in writing and not what I might cell a Hitt-and-run 

affidavit. 

I don't believe that £2 Chayman is referred to in this Yallas Airtel but he aprvears 

to heve ceile. t!.: same thing to Dallas FO attention. I understood before I even met hin 

that he was ther a member of the KKK, which a Dallas report states. Khapman was also ay 

first source or these "tramp" pictures. be ob ained ther ane others from the photographers. 

Meanwhile, whst happened to what you have tolé the cour: about hever, never copying 

copyrightec pictures, including those copyrighted by non-publication, like Louw's? These 

were provided by xerox froc the set fluie gave B'ham. The rest of that story, not in your 

files, may interest you, Foremen's sworn version is that it was for e frienc of his at 

Tine, which maneceé tc have the Dalles paper's pictures without publishing them. Ray's 

ds that he wes offered 35,00. ty Foreman te make en ID of thet photographed unknown. 

4s Raoul.” 

(Reminds me: X.G. came up with e couple of Rapuls. I recell no final investigations. 

Especially not pf the Canadian one who had a cricinal record the minuscule part of which 

4s disclose: is fascinatin: to me froz work I've done ana the files provided do not 

duplicete.fowever, tre one Suggested te me does exist in Bureau files as well as those 

of the CriminalDivisions. And the AG and DAG. I have some copies, uot from the FRI or 

dircetl; froc then. ) 

dnc where ar. the Baltimore recorcs? I tol¢ you there woulé be others elsewhere. 

One o” the Ziles I specified is those cf NY FO. So it says in this Dallas Airtel, with 

one of the names i gave you, Trent Gough. lany records exist that are relevent end are 

atill withheld. 

" atlante's (157-Hew) of 4/5/6€, which i: the mornin after the assascvination, was 

provide: <2: 1e froc its 157-3044, where it is Serial 1. Now I recall no other reford fron 

this file. Its iurkin nunder is 2366. "Assistant Diredtor SULLIVAK2 wants to be advised 

who urote i'G's last speech.” “eroege liorre phoned Hitt at 9:20 aeMe, 80 the Bureau must 

have been reel interested. If I receives the answer I do not recall it. I am interest, 

of course, as I am in any tape or transcript. It is the speech in which he said he was 

fearing no man, thet he had becn to the mountaintop, had seen the promised land and was not 

afraid to be going there. Fempus last words, to coin a phrase. 

The officiel line is that the Fol was not ther. covering King. It did cover that 

meeting. Those who dic were known to my sources, reporters who were also there. Aside from 

your King opsration great effort end time went into the Sanitatioz workers’ strike, of 

which it wac part. ' : 

Atlanta 44-2336-134, bulky, notes enlarget copies of meps of Atlenta amd Los Angeles. 

™ don't care about the latter. I have only a portion of one of the former. = heve no way 

of enowir,, whether or not it is thi: one or if go is all of ite What 2 heve would fit into 

a filc falder. J+ cid not hev: to be filed with the Duliys. I am interested in the map 

seid tc have hai four places marked. hy other written communications about other maps 

are without response. I've gone into sore detail about the lew Orleans map that was shur.ted 

pack and forth femziWask between Washington and memphis and I did examine it after it was 

treated for printing. It has a number of places marxeé. * believe I told you 1 photog-aphed 
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“gade public. Adams is the one I believeprovided the FBI's testimony. I have put aside 

‘a news story froz FBI files reflecting the fact that what you continue to stonewall me 

over was published and requires no special search having been located for and given to 

the “hurch comaittee. This is about and on the events of 3/28/65, the business of 

authorising a news story chiding Ming for staying at a white hostelry and the business 

of no black messiah wless he is chosen by the founding father. 
é 

: 

tut be astounded if what has beer, provided from L.A. on “ane, restricted to what 

ls relevant to the King assassination, is a minor fraction of what exista. If it is not 

paybe the Fax would like to borrow some ot the tapes and other materials people from out 

there have sent me. He has had very much to say about the FEI. jt is if the nature that 

always attractec FEI interest. ,t also hapzens to be very incorrect. Were out positions 

‘reversed would you believe there has been compliance fror either LA or on the subject 

‘of Lane in the “ing assassination files? Or abby “an, who has this big special coming 

ap end Lé had a sing) record on ite deting to 1968. Whicr is to say nothing about others 

in assoication wit: “ane, like Donald Freed, who has written and spocen muck about the 

FBI and the King case. He also has pushed accuracy to a fault.) 

herphie Sub -250 reflects thet your people were, too, there. Exactly as I told you 

if not perhaps the same day. The visit of which I learned was not on heirs and fibres. 

fow about wetting nesphis to finally level on this? Ray wes there anc the FEI kmew it and 

as of this minute is stil) seeking to perpetuate its suppression of it. 4s I recall they 

also have his registration, I think or a 335 card. I spoke to both maids they interviewed, 

as I now recell about the time they found him registered at the Rebel, more or less the 

‘day after the shooting. You ani Ralph may be interested in kmowing, if I have not told you, 

that this is about where you traced the beer anc the bag gnd the shaving kit. OV to miss 

the motel when the shaving kit had an address on it? “ome on! 

Sub K 105 of 10/27/76 appears to refer to me and this suit, to pictures and to other 

‘records I can't renexber - did you provide themk later? Descriptive of other necigal pictures 

ds Sub D 105. Prior to my seeing this you askec me by phone about autopsy pictures and the 

like. I forgot to ask you last week. I hope you have them tomorrow. E.cept for the third in 

this list the others are thos: I told you interest me. These are among those often and 

publicly displayec by the prosecutior anc the medical examiner hi:xself. + believe I told 

you Jin has a videotcpe of the medical exariner showing these pictures at the “niv. of 

Arizéne. Well, belatedly 1 have received froc the Aechives its record of a letter signed 

by Direcctor Xellgy sev ral yeers ago or this subject. The Fs5l no longer restricted the 

‘Oswald autopsy yictur-s at the Archives. Yet thereaft-r withheld these from me? 

: Serials 563 anf 604 ap-ear to relate to other records about which I have written and 

spoken to you, the aprearance of one seering to be "Sault" and other names in the Memphis 

rea about 2/6& The infermer's name does not interest me but more of the information does, 

as I've told you «ithout responsee The other offices addressed have provided no relevant 

“records I can recall seeing. 

Sub-D-107 is a rather late withholding of a former fellow prisoner's name despite the 

AG and despite the usc by OFR of Curtis and the alleged reporting of a bounty on King of 

.jwhich Ray is suppose: to have known. Between the writin: by herdllan, who wrote that he had 

“accees to the MFO records anc other through the prosecution and the extensive attention to 

ithese allegations, tr-ated as m gospel by the Departnent through its OPR report, there 

‘apoears to me to have been a waiver if there were basis for these withholdings of names, 

“even know: numes and as with Curtis tefore I complained, when it had all been in the presss. 

; Sub-D-81 relates to Stephens and an inferred DD of a picture of Ray. it apoears to be 

a special forculation, to be incomplete, and there igs what I am sure has to exist on this 

-Dedause it wa. aired ir. the CzS cpccial referred to in this case. Yn the date of this 

‘'dnterview with Stephens or t:e day before CHS filmed Stenhens looking at a Ray picture and 

‘reported his words, "Not the guy." Because CBS did no. eir this for all those years it was 

.Possible to tell the British cour* otherwise and to infer obherwise in this FD302. I do not 

- believe I have been given all therc is on this. I can t imagine that when everyone was 80 
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afraid of bein- clobbered on prize time by CBS you have no record. Maybe you didn't call 
it hUAeL, but then I didn't either. You mey hot be aware o” this clobber part because 
you have also managed not to provide your set of the relevant recorda. This one we got , froz th Department. It is in the court record, I beaieve. 

Sub-52 of 4/7/67 is ove of several references to the MFO recording the hemphis police | radio. Trans ripts were in 1-4. if I did not get these I dou t really care about ther. 
What I do care about and have not been given is the logs for the time of the crime. Some t 
of those of the police were published. Those of the sheriff became quite relevent over 
what for some r-ason I think I can guess was not very pleasing - thet Ghormley rather 
than Dollahite radioed the first acoount of th: finding of the package outside Canipe's. 
Again I can't imarine the FSI not having these logs and I do want them very much. Aside 
froz the finding of the package there was that deception about the chase of a phoney 2 
Mustang, “t was to result in a large investigatior ir whicr tke logs were essential. 
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S ivew Orleans, 157-10673-765 refers tc more than a thousand peges of undated records 

it hed sent to lemphis. This record is fror “exphis to ivew Orleans. It concludes "S11 
of the above material is being returned to liew Orleans, which office in the future 
snould subrit its own reports." While froz the limited descriptions, which may well have 
been adequate when they were accompanied bg this meno, I can't determine that I received 
these fror: New Orleans, the length alone leads me to believe I did not. If I aid I'a 
appreciate knowing which eech is. You have whatever list told you I had received with- 
helc records fro:. Ey, for example. 
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“hi cago 44—1114:refers to a Saltimore investigation of the records the “exphis police 
found on Jerry Hay wher. the; arrested him for being drunk on 1/9/68. Fror. no source have 
I received the results of the tracings of «hese records. They do include phone numbers. 
Leads were sent to Beltimore. 

Serial 774 refers to a rather provocative thing, the mailing of ea letter from a 
prisoner in Gcorge who apvears to have h-_a details about the roon Ray rented under his 
brother's alias at 2731 Sheffiéei, Shicaco. Includin Ray's use of an alias other than his 
Own. Wher tre r-I hac the letter anc the envelope I can't izagine it ending without more 
that this, particulerly because it had so inteuse and proper an interest in Ray's career 
fron the time h: escaped from MoPen until the assassination. Savannah was also involved 
in this inquiry, thet being near where Russell was jeile, in Reidsville. 
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Z have no reason to believe that providing new specifics will do any more good that 
it has in the part but I've agein taxen tire to give you some in the hope that no matter 
how late a constructive purpose might be servied. 
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Dear Requester: . . = & - , 2 * Beet a tome Le ae. 

SR Leet 

x 
Enclosed are copies of documents from our files. Excisions have been wade from these 

Gocuments and/or entire documents withheld in order to protect materials which are exempted 

from disclosure by the following subsections of Title 5, United States Code, Section 552 and 

Section $52a. The exemption number(s) indicated by a mark appearing in the block to the left 

of the subsection cited constitutes the authority for withholding the deleted material. (See 

below and reverse side of this sheet for an explanation of these exemptions.) 
swe 7 fe 

Section 552 | Section $52a_ 
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The decision to withhold exempt portions of our records is the responsibility of 

Clarence M. Kelley, Director of the PBI. . 

[4 If you believe youc name may also have been recorded by the PBI incident to the 

investigation of other persons of some organization, please advise us of the details describing 

the specific incident or occurrence and time frame. Thereafter, further eitfort will be made 

to locate, retrieve and process any such records. . 

fl Your request for information concerning yourself has been considered in light 

of the provisions of both the Preedom of Information Act (POIA) (Title 5, Onited States Code, 

Section 552) and the Privacy Act of 1974 (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552a). It has 

been determined by the Attorney General that requests by individuals seeking information about 

themselves are governed by the Privacy Act. In addition, as a matter of administrative 

Giscretion, any documents which were found to be exempt from disclosure under the Privacy Act 

were also processed under the provisions of the FOIA. Through these procedures, you have 

received the greatest degree of access authorized by both laws. 

71 L) You have thirty days from receipt of this letter to appeal to the Deputy Attorney 

General from any denial contained herein. Appeals should be directed in writing to the Deputy 

Attorney General (Attention: Office of Privacy and Information Appeals), washington, D. C. 20530C. 

The envelope and the letter should be Clearly marked “Freedom of Information Appeal® or *Infor- 

mation Appeal.® “ a g ° ™ 
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:. Ja~es C. Kardin, other than that furnishes by Allen Thorpe. ; 
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Mr. Johy sertingh 10/18/77 
Fol- Puls bint 

J. Ecgar soover tice. 

Wesnington, b.C. a: 75 

Dear John, : 

Due LA KO copies came tocay. Thanke for their arrangement anc for eliminating the 

acco clit, where presontec proulems. bot havin l tiem un. their beckers it is pos ible 

tor you. Bais rooG to meve the volunes in sequence as tncy pack thes, which wil. make it 

eusier for L an can nelp eli:diuste co.fusiw. cuch as with the LPL fies. bu tms I mean 

that the volumes car be arrangec as in é fise drawer. tims is what my wife is doing witao 

tueh rig.t now, puttin, cact volume in a separ.te file folder anc id-ntifying it. 

I'c writn.. you for several revsous. First there has be n confusion over the checks. 

If they pes. througn your hunas vefure the oureaucracy sturt:. grincine you'll kmow they 

have ro acue- tie rol. So, cy wise's check for v144.70 is enclosec. 

The renpnis listing is helpful. If there are othe: fieid ofiice files as ciffuse in 

content o:.¢ witnout any icentification thet neenpanythi:, to one outsic: the Ful it would 

be nespful if & sicilar list coul_ be included. I'll give Jim a copy. Your meso does not 

say you'v: sent nic 4 cody so i'li ao that too. 

Io think it mey be helpiul if you arc aware cf what iv going to come up at the enc of 

tne month buses on tras und tue letterc co: 110 past that ar. without response as reflected 

in thi. memo. It woule co iw lpful al. erounc, 1 think, i. these problezs are resolved as 

they cou uv. It certrirly v.oule uave been now if ther. had been written response at the 

tice I wrote first, as witn bardin.s as 1 recea.i it no. 1 pointec ou. withhoicings relating 

to bercin, witiholiings 1 believe not justifiea. In th light of the AG's statements of ~—y 

policy formlizec 5/5/77 there was no basis for these withnoluings. At the end of the month 

I wil. expect a set of el. recoras holding ais references to a J.C.Eardin anc all records 

releting to the tracing of tne pnonc call and the message. I an not courting your wore in 

this purayravhk., +n suct Ll accept it. cut that 2s not th. point. Whetbar or not the Fal 

meac 6 specific ia ntificataon of any J.C. usruin is se-urate froc. cowpliance without 

unjustifies witnhoduing. 1 assuse 1'1] finé more in tue ba files. 1 velieve the-e also was 

the question of a +.r—:. v.cture or pictures. 

Your next percgrapn rel.ites to crime scene photographs. I have just gone over other 

recorus anc there is Little uouot there was excessive gut-playing with this item of the 

4/15/75 request. You ao not reiiect naving aone whet $ suc.estes, asking FO by phone or 

other coz uniceticn. If periection is uot a huran siate 1 beiieve I saw a rccord covering 

the forweroiny of Fol pictures by one or two lus Sha. Tue jucge laughea at “ugen when he 

representec that therc werc none. That transcript we: in s0.c os the recorcs I've just seco 

again. Do you pegliy biliev., with your lon> F351 career, that when it wes in this case 

icmeciat.ly it took no cric. seene pictures? Not until efte. tnere was to neve been e trial? 

I recall oiscussin= this ene my having seen a recora incicating thers were tuese Fal pix 

with you uns «ith nelph. : 

whet you next aotress, ut lone lest, 4 the DeSoto inotcl.e I raised questions about the 

absence of any micrence to it @ long tire ago. Now you tel. me it is in tre Birmingham 

fises und I tuke it only there. +iis cekcs no sense to ne. 4 mile or, 30 frou. the Tenn. 

boruer znu virtusliy on the :-nore cr the !desiasip zi River is not the turf of your Bir 

wingnan ofiice. {'c not yoing to cneck cy notes nov but 1 trick the agents who were there, 

as l repeetealy toic you ants were tierc, wer fron Meuipnis. If not is not Yackson closer 

then Zimcneham and in the swe state, lississippi? Whether or not fingerp.ints were 

obtaines is not the question, altnuo.gh tucy'c be relevant if they hau been. Froc what I 

leemec, w.aci incluses fro tao e the ayents interviewed, there shoul. be further recorcs 

thet erc rlevent, not Just th. results oF the checking of the regictretion. 
\ 

) all you sey avout lab reports is hingec to tne !urkin HQ file. *y request was note Qe 

    er Sa : me r \ 

Ln 
OR I ee Vee ae nee Cet



Toao@t think the natur. of vy request leaves any aoubt about this. Nor have I any doubt 
tuat ali rolevant lab mcorur huve not been provider. 1 recall Silty's irrclevant lectures 
wneo he was caliea in at un eerly conference vir and 1 wac with Wiseman ana Blake, Tnois 
has beer aire. in court, 2:0 cucge Gi. weve things to say avout it, - hev: recores shoving 
I do not heve all the ricorc: one my request is for all the records related to ballistics, 
Bpectros, sans, tc. Wout CL by the rewriting of my requesta back ir 1975 by the DJ. I 
wrote them an! repeate. 2 wanted co: pitance with what 1 aske. for, not what soneone in 
4yder'y office woule have pruterres tuat 2 hove askee for. At sone point t:.e question of i 
weet fises were searcucu is pointe te cole ur. It voulc, 1 believe, be better for both of . 
us Tor this to be recorueu now and for Uhe searcn to be completed and the missing records 
provicei., if in :uct here is nothin, else relating to cigerettea there wo. withholaing 
ob th. relevent pases avout widen I vrot- you et tr. tine, so I'll still want those records 
Without ti. witnno. ings. 1 believ. there were ovlitesetions on othcr lub recoras of wrich 
the Bare iy true. Tne Jucct ci. rule on tris, enc I do mean mle, not just express an 
omnion., Tat also i: con tm mcorus 1 > ac yesterday. +ou heve becu out of compliance 
on that for av y lon tine by cortinuins to ao whut tne judge suid you mignt not do and 
by mot accepting her alternative, Dudne an issue of it then. I've made 4 seperatc record 
of this uns am sending 11 tu Jin, so he il be prepareu if there is tne neea to be prepared, 
Shes will uot depend on -y recosscction nor wili it now require « search on my part for Proof. 
Ife pretty surg this is om o. th. specifics I raisea in our general oiscussion of tae 
overal, problem the Pol's persistence in ipmoring the judge hac by then creeted. If not 
cerlier this was on June 30. “t was thcn about a year afte: the judge ruled. I'm taking 
this tice now ens all over again to elicin:.te what in surcly going to be «4 vrobler if it 

is not resolvta aticautly. I remine you tat tne FeI's r. presentati.us avout it are under 
oata ans that I at not hap yy ebout tue records generated relatin:; to my corpleints over 
felse swearing without factual error being atiributed to ce. } 

Whis. there may be no id.ntifications relating tc the Louw pictures your mamo is not 
explicit or w.equivocesl. It is restricted to what I kmew from having exacined that set of 
prints, that tec maues are not on the prints tuemselves. Ubviousl: thes docs not exhaust 

Saf: dbrlilies. Greve wa: au nevu to have adentificetions particulurly bocause soge were 
to be Ciliec upor. tu te-talye 

Whe: 1 kmow 1 wisi be ins We hington again I'li arrange through Jin for an inspection 

of th ceécicel pictures. Thanks for fol owing my siguestio: on this. at/the least it will 

Licit what is in question. setore 1 forget, I went all of you to know thet some were 

usec puolicly, not Just tint comes werc hande. around, as to Ucrold “rank. 4im can 

abp*-you & videotape of their cispiay in Arizone ana 1 nove tapes anc other public account 3 

of their public displey. - 

sy waft nas finesn a jleci ¢ tie lu. files in inuividual folders. The sume confusion 

exists as wits. those froz teaphis. There is no continuity. If you can provide a sinilar 

recore expleining the gaps it wild nilp, tranks. It certeinly woulc be helpful if the 

ressinins: fires weré 1n s€queuce when moilea so we coulé unyaciage and have the= still 

in equence. +ris takes Gucl. wora t:at couiu be avoidec. © 
° 

Sincdrily, -) 

herolc weisberg 
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SS/IF SD 

OF i ge 26 . ' 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMEMT 

sen, A LAE memorandum an J. Shea, Jr., Director 
t Privacy anc Information Appeals 

'O
     

Release of Records Pertaining to 
tersig LuthertKking and John F PRennedv 

Le 
yo sis —= = . 

ay 
» ° 7 Inspector Allen McCreight\ - yt Federal Bureau of investigation VPERS COME 

\ 

// 

My recollection is that I have been assured that any _ records about either Martin Luther King or John F. Kennedy that are Dsing released to anyone will also be released to Mr. Harold-Weisberg, if they are within the scope of any of his Trequests7 Asa practical matter, this should be any record related in any way to the assassinations. Fora while 1t seemed that the "system" was working, but now I am receiving complaints from Mr. Weisberg that other, presumably sunlor requesters are getting records, with no copies to him. Attached are several such complaints. An obvious problem is that I have assured Mr. Welsberg that this will not happen, SO now I feel obliged to pursue the matter. I propose that thls be an item on our e@iscussion agenda this Wednesday, 
August l6, 
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EX //81 rT 27 
—_" ~ 

October 16, 1978 OUTED. Lincs 
. 

ve 
x 

, | Mr. Harold weisberg 
pl ae 

an 
Route 12 ~_Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

% —_—— eS ere RO ae er 

Dear Mr, Weisberg: 

. Reference is made to the letters of September 27, ? 1978, from mr. Quinlan J. Shea, Jr., Office of Privacy. and Information Appeals, Department of Justice, to Mr. James H. Lesar and yourself. One of the issues addressed in these letters {gs that of Providing you with copies Of documents that may be of interest to you in connection with your requests concerning records pertaining to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jc. and the assassination of i President John F, Kennedy. 
: : 

Attachments A and B are copies of documents Previously released as a result of specific requests for La the information contained therein. It is recognized that much of this material may be duplicated as a result of te Processing your request for the Security files on Dr. Ring. ‘e 
Documents in Attachment A were released on ust 17, ** -.. | 1978. Portions of these documents were withheld Puysuant co to Title 5, United States Code, Section 552, (b) (1) (2), 2 & 7 | (P) (6), (6) (7) (Cc), and (b) (2) (b) ~_ 

* A 
d co 8 Attachment B-consists of coples of those ikecofds a z —~ | which weré maintained in Director Hoover's Official and aad 
= -s . Confidential files (known as the O64 C files), folder weN © | | number 24, which wag released May 10, 1978. Portions ae | Of these documents were withheld pursuant to Title 5, oe _ United States Code, Section 952, (b) (1), (b) (2), Lb) (6 ’ (D) (7) (C), (b) (7) (D) ,pand (b) 7) YD: - ‘ih 4 _ (7 ' = » aormidibsgp, J V2 2 Lo : Dep AD Adm. The deletions .@fe in the two groups of dvtached av Yee AD ew —-— = documents are based on the appropr fate Ex eMPtLONS™CT™ieteds memes the an above. The explanation of these exemptions is as follows; Cue. tev, 

4 8 CCT 17 1978 Ss 
eet — > Title 5, United States Code, Sectian 552 ee L ober story 

. 
Res wos ES pte ES be 

Legal Cove, (6) (1) information which {5 Currently and Y, highs aaa Properly classified pursuant to Px eCue fat tame fh a tive Order 11652 in the interest of oeg- = | fh NAY the national deLense or forelyn policyys 
‘legluss Bs oo ‘ OTN \ (4) /\ Hm 

NOTE GAGE 3 FBI/004 
rectory Sey ‘eel sth Ard “y “7 

SHE rE 3E . 
53 BEC’ 5 lory'*” eet) . 
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Mc. Harold. welaberg 

(b) (2) 

(Bb) (6) 

(B) (7) 

. ® 
materials related solely to the internal 
rules and practices of the FRI; 

materials contained in sensitive records 
such as personnel or medical files, 
the disclosure of which would constitute 
a Clearly unwarranted {nvasion of personal 
pctivacy;s 

investigatory records compiled for law 
enforcement Purposes, the disclosure 
of which would: 

(C) constitute an unwarranted invasion 
of the personal privacy of another 
person; ‘i . 

(D) reveal the {dentity of an individual 
who has furnished information to 
the FBI under confidential circumstances -—~ 
Or reveal information furnished only } 
by such a person and not apparently 
Known to the public or otherwise 
accessible to the FBI by overt meansy 

(EZ) disclose {nvestigative techniques 
and procedures, thereby impairing 
theic future effectiveness.. 

You have thirty days from receipt of this 
letter to appeal to the Deputy Attorney General from . any denfal contained herein. Appeals should be directed {n writing to the Deputy Attorney General (Attention: 
Office of Privacy and Information Appeals), Washington, 
D. C. 20530. The envelope and the letter should be clearly 
macked “Freedom of Information Appeal® or “Information Appeal.® 

oe 

Enclosures (2) 

Sincerely yours, — <= of a 

“LLEN HH. MOCRAGHA  ¢ 
Allen H. McCreight, Chief a ‘ 
Freedom of Information-= . - " 

Privacy Acts Branch 2 & 
Records Management Division 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
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HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

Vv. ; Civil Action No. 75-1996 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 3 : 

Defendant 
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NOTICE OF FILING 

Comes now the plaintiff, Mr. Harold Weisberg, and gives 

notice of the filing of the attached February 2, 1980 affidavit of 

Mr. Harold Weisberg. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ad If > oe 
| Ath{t i. Creare 
JAMES H. LESAR ‘ 

910 16th Street, N 
Washington, D.c. 2 
Phone: 223-5587 

-W., #600 
0006 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this 6th day of February, 1980 

served a copy of the foregoing Notice of Filing by delivering it 

to the guard at the Department of Justice Building, Washington, 

D.C. P 
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JAMES H. LESAR”    


